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The Epic of North Africa Begins

PART 1
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Anxious to match the military successes of his close friend, Adolf Hitler, 
the Italian dictator Benito Mussolini ifoolishly declared war on England 

in June 1940, despite warnings by his advisors that Italy needed at least 
five years to become combat-ready. A land offensive against the British in 

Egypt was nevrtheless launched, with disastrous consequences.
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Chapter 1 

A MisBEgOTTEn OffEnsivE

“It is not a question of aiming for 
Alexandria or even Sollum,” read the 
message. “I am only asking you to 

attack the British forces facing you.” That was how 
Italy’s ruler Benito Mussolini’s message to Marshal 
Rodolfo Graziani, commanding the Italian Army 
in Libya, read, pleading for war. 
 Il Duce wanted to match the military 
success of Hitler, but like with so many of his 
dreams the reality proved different from the image 
envisioned in his mind. When Italy declared 
war on Britain on June 10, the British forces in 
Egypt were placed on readiness for an attack by 
their Italian neighbors in Cyrenaica Province 
(north-east Libya). Marshal Graziani, the Italian 
commander was apprehensive but had confidence 
thrust upon him by Mussolini, for he had more 

than 300,000 Italian troops, 400 guns and almost 
400 aircraft – 190 of them fighters. Against this 
mammoth force, the British had only 30,000 army 
troops and 150 guns under General Sir Archibald 
Wavell. 
 The RAF especially, seemed to be in a 
particularly hopeless situation. Air Chief Marshal 
Arthur Longmore’s RAF Middle East – the main 
Royal Air Force unit in North Africa – could 
field just 29 squadrons, giving a total of about 
300 aircraft. Nineteen of these squadrons were 
equipped with relatively current Blenheims, 
Gladiator biplanes, Lysanders and Sunderlands, 
but the remaining ten consisted of antiquated 
Bombays, Vincents, Wellseys, Valentias, Audaxes, 
Hardys, Harts and Londons. 
 Of these, the seventy-strong Blenheims 

confident australian infantrymen in a shallow trench near bardia. associated press
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were the only combat aircraft which could 
be considered “modern” while the 48-strong 
Gladiator force was questionable as an interceptor. 
But Air Commodore Raymond Collishaw, a 
Canadian ace of the last world war with 60 
confirmed victories, and commander of 202 
Group, knew that superior tactics could win the 
day against a numerically superior enemy. 
 Collishaw’s (and Wavell’s) confidence 
was bolstered by the actual capabilities of the 
Italian armed forces. Graziani had almost no 
motorized transport and his troops had to march 
on foot while the British rode in trucks. The 
neglect of Graziani’s NCO and enlisted cadres 

had eroded the fighting spirit of the Italian army 
and two of Graziani’s six divisions were composed 
of Blackshirt militias, Fascist fanatics who looked 
handsome in their pitch black uniforms but 
were unreliable as combat troops. Officers took 
a diminished view of the treatment of the men 
under their control, hoarding the pick of rations 
and other supplies for themselves while leaving 
the worst of the leftovers for the other ranks. Just 
as importantly, the Italians had poor equipment 
across the board. 
 Italian artillery guns were ancient and 
radio communications were almost non-existent. 
Their armored cars dated back to 1909 and tanks 

(below) libya’s cyrenaica province 
and egypt’s western desert as they 
were in 1941-42. 

Main gun     47mm l/32

hull armor   30-6mm

other guns  4 x breda M38 Mgs

crew            4

top speed  19 mph (on-road),   

7 mph (off-road)

the italian M13/40 packed a decent gun, but was too 
slow and mechanically unreliable. copyright Jean restayn
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armed only with machine guns formed the bulk 
of their armored forces. Those with cannons had 
a pathetically slow rate of travel, rendering them 
ineffective. The M13 tank for instance packed an 
acceptable 47 mm main gun but had a top speed 
of only 14 km/h (nine mph). 
 On the first day of the desert war, the 
British got off the mark quickly – Blenheims of 
45, 55 and 113 squadrons struck the large and 
important airfield at El Adem, behind the Italian 
front and destroyed 18 aircraft in two days for only 
three losses. The next few days were concentrated 
on harbors and ships bringing in troops; they even 
bombed the Italian cruiser San Georgio lying 
sanguine at Tobruk harbor and blew up a massive 
ammunition dump. 
 The British ground forces meanwhile 
had also been busy. They mounted behind the 
line operations with scout cars and motorized 
infantry, ambushing Italian trucks on the coastal 
road and on June 13, even attacked Fort Capuzzo, 
an Italian stronghold just over the Libyan border, 
taking over 200 prisoners. Graziani began to have 
serious doubts on the campaign – this coming 

even before his own offensive had begun. To him, 
the British seemed to have a remarkably high 
fighting spirit, and in spite of being outnumbered, 
they seemed far better equipped than his own 
troops.
 The RAF’s Gloster Gladiator biplane 
fighters, despite being obsolete, proved that they 
could take on and dogfight with the best Italian 
fighters in the theatre, and there were disturbing 
reports of the Matilda tank, the most heavily 
armored tank of that period. The Italians had 
nothing which could penetrate its 78 mm frontal-
armor. 
 The British Army was equally formidable. 
Three of their divisions — the British 7th 
Armored, Indian 4th Infantry and the Australian 
6th Infantry Divisions were the best of their 
respective nations and all three were deployed 
in the desert awaiting Graziani. Crack regiments 
like the Coldstream Guards and the 7th Argyll 
and Sutherland Highlanders had trained for 
years in the desert and had invaluable experience 
while their Italian counterparts did not. Even 
the weather seemed to against the Italians, often 

a vickers wellseley bomber takes off from a scrub airfield, leaving behind trail a trail of dust and sand. obsolete 
aircraft such as these constituted the backbone of the raF in the Middle east and east africa in 1940. associated press
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reaching 50oC (122oF), the intense summer 
heat forcing them to postpone their assault until 
September.  
 On September 10, Graziani finally began 
an advance from their bases in Cyrenaica. Their 
objective was clear; Mussolini wanted the whole 
of Egypt because it would not only facilitate easier 
communications with the Italian colonies of 
Ethiopia and Somalia but its fall would serve as a 
coup de grace for the British. At first, the offensive 
was surprisingly easy. Six Italian divisions, 
supported by plenty of artillery and the Regia 
Aeronautica (Italian Air Force), moved east and 
the British fell back to the coastal fortress of Mersa 
Matruh. 
 By September 17, having advanced 95 km 
(60 miles) in four days, the Italians set up camp 
at Sidi Barrani, and began building a series of 
fortified camps, extending from Sidi Barrani on 
the coast to a point in the infertile desert 80 km 
(50 miles) to the south. Graziani intended to stay 
here until December, restock his supplies and 
advance again. But while the Italians stayed in 
their camps, Longmore’s RAF began a series of 
continual patrols designed to harass the enemy 
at all times. They had no bombs and these 
raids succeeded in only wasting men, fuel and 
machines. Just as the RAF seemed to lose hope, 
a large store of old British anti-personnel mines 

were found in Cairo. Makeshift Bristol Bombay 
transports were pressed into service as bombers 
and loaded up with 200 of these 20 lb bomblets. 
Once they reached the forts, one man would 
arm the mine and hand it to another man, who 
tossed it out the door. The bombers returned 
every alternate night, and as crude as this may 
have sounded, it affected Italian morale that 
September.
 Later in that month, Wavell, received 
reinforcements from Britain in the form of 154 
tanks, 49 anti-tank guns, 20 Bofors 40mm anti-
aircraft guns, forty-eight 25-pounder field guns 
and 500 Bren light machine guns. Longmore, 
meantime, received three Wellington bomber and 
two Hurricane fighter squadrons. 
 It would take time to employ these assets 
in the field and in the interim the Italians 
were well pleased with themselves. They had 
successfully crossed the Egyptian frontier, and 
had driven out the British for only 120 dead 
and 410 wounded. The British had lost only 40 
men. 
 Just how pleased the Italians really were, 
was indicated by a Radio Rome transmit which 
crowed that: “all is quiet and the trams are once 
again running in the town of Sidi Barrani,” which 
in reality was nothing but a town of clay buildings 
with a main road. 

vickers vi tanks from the 1st royal tank regiment (rtr) in exercises with the 1/6th 
rajputana rifles of the 4th indian division in 1940. iMperial war MUseUM e777                           

general sir archibald wavell. 
blacK watch MUseUM                        
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Chapter 2 

THE BRiTisH COUnTERATTACK

As November began to close, Major-General 
Richard O’Connor, commander of the 
British Western Desert Force, sent out 

reconnaissance patrols from his base at Mersa 
Matruh. They discovered that while the Italian 
camps themselves were well protected with mines 
and defensive walls, there were huge unprotected 
gaps in between the lines fortresses. In one 
particular case, the gap between the camps at 
Rabia and its neighbor Nibeiwa was almost 25 km 
(15 miles) wide. The British now knew exactly 
what they had to do. 
 O’Connor and Wavell proposed Operation 
Compass, a daring plan to send the 4th Indian 
Infantry Division supported by fifty Matilda tanks 
of the 7th Royal Tank Regiment to stealthily 
move through the gap and hit the camps from 
the rear. Meanwhile, the 7th Armored Division 
would block the coast road behind the enemy at 
Buq Buq. Compass, although still fielding smaller 
forces than the Italians, was to be supported by a 
strengthened RAF overhead. 
 Since September, British transport ships 
had docked at Takoradi on the West African coast, 
bringing with them batches of Hurricane fighters, 
which were then assembled and flown across 

Africa to Egypt. By the time of Compass, the flow 
of Hurricanes had been uninterrupted and was 
sufficient to equip three squadrons. Their arrival 
had been timely, for battle losses had virtually 
erased Longmore’s fighter squadrons, forcing his 
Wellington bombers to carry out daylight attacks 
on Benghazi and Tobruk unescorted.
 O’Connor decided to launch Compass on 
the night of December 8/9. To achieve absolute 
surprise, he needed to convince the Italians that 
nothing was amiss. Collishaw had an answer. A 
Bristol Bombay, a noisy aircraft, was to fly back 
and forth over the assembling tanks moving 
to the front the day to mask the clanking and 
the rumblings of the tanks. Then, with eight 
squadrons of Hurricanes, Gladiators, Blenheims 
and Lysanders in support, O’Connor’s forces 
struck with overwhelming success at Nibeiwa, 
where a 72-gun artillery bombardment plunged 
the garrison into chaos. Before they could recover, 
the Matildas charged in, knocking out 25 Italian 
tanks before they could get into action and blasted 
Italian infantry and artillery at close range. 
 Two battalions of the 11th Indian Brigade 
then charged in with bayonets and grenades and 
the camp was overrun. In the afternoon, the RAF 

nicknamed the “Queen of the battlefield, the Matilda 
Mark ii was the finest tank in north africa in the first 
year-and-a-half of the war in north africa. but it 
was slow and mounted an inadequate cannon. this 
tank, which belonged to 7th rtr was captured by the 
germans during operation Battleaxe in 1941.
copyright Jean restayn                         

Main gun     2-pounder Mk iX or X

hull armor   78-13 mm

other guns  1 x 7.92mm besa Mg

crew            4

top speed    14 mph (on-road), 9 (off-road)
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the italian cruiser San Giorgio burns at tobruk harbor on February 18, 1941. the ship was soon scuttled. associated press

british bren-gun carriers mill around Fort capuzzo after its capture by commonwealth forces. iMperial war MUseUM e1433
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in the form of two squadrons of Hurricanes, one 
of Gladiators, and several squadrons of Blenheim 
and Wellington bombers blasted open the camps 
at Tummars and Point 90 between Nibeiwa and 
the sea. The Matildas and the infantry then rolled 
forward, and again the camps were overrun. Sidi 
Barrani, on the coast, was bombarded by Royal 
Navy ships on the night of 8/9 December and 
finally fell on the 10th. It was the last straw for 
the Italians, who abandoned the rest of their 
camps further south and west of Nibeiwa. The 
7th Armored Division reached Buq Buq on the 
11th, after sweeping through the area south of 
the Italian lines. With their line of retreat cut-
off, 38,300 Italians surrendered, including four 
generals.   

 The incredible success of Compass 
originally intended simply as a reconnaissance 
in force, inspired O’Connor to push on. But 
a delay ensued when the 4th Indian Division 
was transferred to East Africa to reinforce the 
campaign against the Italians in Eritrea, but 
by late December everything was set. The 6th 
Australian Division (which replaced the Indians) 
advanced along the coast road, while the 7th 
Armored Division again swept down south to 
out-flank the enemy. The ill-equipped and badly 
organized Italian forces were chased right across 
Cyrenaica by the smaller British force.
 The British reached the fortified port 
Bardia on Christmas day, and captured it in three 
days of heavy fighting from January 3-6, 1941. The 
RAF and Royal Navy first bombed the town, and 
then Australian sappers moved in to lift mines 
and blew-in the sides of anti-tank ditches. The 
horrifying Matildas then appeared, leading the 
infantry through barbed wire and bunkers. In 
one anecdotal incident, Colonel G.W. Eather of 
the 2/1st Australian Battalion was told that some 
Italians had surrendered. Thinking that there 
could be no more than a couple dozen to handle, 
he asked that they brought in. In staggered almost 
1,500 Italian POWs. Shocked and embarrassed 
because he knew he could not accommodate 
them all, he told them to come back the next 
morning – and they did. 
 Tobruk fell to similar tactics on January 22, 
and O’Connor prepared to move on the coastal 
port city of Benghazi almost 385 km (240 miles) 
to the west, but the Italians were already streaming 
out of Cyrenaica. Graziani abandoned Benghazi 
and the green hills of the Jebel Akhdar in order 
to make a last stand at Sirte, the gateway to the 
province of Tripolitania. The British had achieved 
a phenomenal victory. For the loss of 500 dead, 55 
missing and 1,373 wounded, some 30,000 British 
troops had advanced 800 kilometers (500 miles) 
in two months, destroyed an army of ten divisions, 
and had taken 130,000 prisoners, 400 tanks and 
1,290 guns. Fascist Italy’s hopes for glory had been 
crushed. It was not to be for the last time.
 O’Connor’s advance finally ground to 
a halt at El Aghelia as the exhausted British 

general sir archibald wavell (right), and the architect of 
Compass, Major general richard o’connor, hold an impromptu 
conference in the western desert in January 1941. 
iMperial war MUseUM
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a large column of italian prisoners — victims of Compass — approach the citadel of cairo, built by saladin. the mosques 
of Mohammed ali and sultan hassan can be seen beyond. iMperial war MUseUM bM7440
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forces reached the limit of their supply lines and 
communications. 
 O’Connor wanted to push on, and had 
Wavell’s backing but the British Prime Minister, 
Winston Churchill, believed that it was more 
important to send help to distant Greece, now 
under threat from Italian and German military 
units. On February 12, he formally ordered 
Wavell to reduce forces in Cyrenaica to a 
minimum, and send all available units to Greece. 

That same day, General Erwin Rommel, landed 
in Tripoli with the first elements of the Deutsche 
Afrika Korps.  

below tobruk falls to the australian 6th division, its 
inhabitants wait under a pall of black smoke after their 
erstwhile italian defenders set the city’s fuel stockpiles 
ablaze. the two italian M13/40 tanks in the foreground 
are under new ownership — as indicated by the Kangaroo 
emblems on the turret. iMperial war MUseUM e1766

the 
australian 
6th infantry 
division 
captures 
tobruk, 
January 
22, 1941. 
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an aerial view of tobruk, showing the fuel dumps on fire. associated press

two officers of 
an royal tank 
regiment (rtr) 
battalion amuse 
themselves 
by reading 
an italian 
newspaper 
at bardia on 
January 28, 
1941. the puppy 
was captured 
at sidi barrani, 
one of the first 
italian outposts 
to fall during 
Compass.

associated press
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THE DESERT FOX ARRIVES

PART 2
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After the failure of the Italians in 1940, Hitler was forced to send 
German troops in North Africa to salvage Axis pride. To ignore the Allied 

threat would only embolden allied resolve, so in early 1941, General 
Erwin Rommel, a veteran of the Battle for France, was dispatched with 
the beginnings of a German Corps. His orders were simply – recapture 

Cyrenaica and rout the British.
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When 1941 dawned on Libya, it heralded 
a decisive moment in the North African 
campaign. The British were at the 

apex of their morale and their aspirations knew 
no limits. In the previous year, they had routed 
the poorly-led Italian army from the province of 
Cyrenaica and had made brisk progress towards 
Tripolitania, in Western Libya. But on February 
8, just as they reached the town of El Aghelia, 
elements of the German army began to arrive by 
ship in the country’s capital, Tripoli.
 General Erwin Rommel himself landed 
at Tripoli on the 12th and found a battleground 
unlike anything he had encountered before. 
The flat, sweeping desert plains, broken only 
by the tall, green hills of the Jebel Akhdar on 
the rounded bulb of the Cyrenaican provincial 
countryside seemed to extend to the horizon 
forever. A narrow strip of fertile coastal land 
hugged the sea, supporting most of the towns and 
the population. In fact, the entire place had been 
described by the British as a “place fit only for 
war.” 
 A main coastal road, named the Via 
Balbia, connected most of the towns and had 
witnessed the majority of military movements. 
Rommel, however, planned to break with 
tradition. He saw the barren desert as a giant 
thoroughfare which could be used to exploit 
weaknesses in the strung-out British lines. He 
planned to punch through the enemy front with 
a concentrated fist of tanks and motorized infantry 
and when the British reeled from the blow, drive 
them straight back into Egypt.
 Little wonder then that Rommel’s English 
counterpart, Sir Wavell, personally a brave man 
(he had lost an eye in the second battle of Ypres 
while leading an attack, and in recompense was 
presented a Military Cross), faced a dilemma. 
Unlike the Italians, the Germans were a highly 
motivated bunch with excellent arms — 

something which the Italians had been quick 
to note. Back in June 1940, Air Marshal Italo 
Balbo, then Governor of Libya, had asked the 
Chief of the Italian Supreme General Staff, 
Marshal Badoglio, if he could get some German 

Chapter 1 

REDREssing THE ODDs

the largely-empty desert was ideally 
suited for general erwin rommel’s idea 
of mobile warfare. it was also conducive 
to his frequent outflanking of static 
british positions.

aFriKa Korps
badge

rommel christened his command the 
deutsche afrika Korps on February 21.
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assistance. “Now 
that the French 
campaign is going to 
end,” he had written 
on June 20, “could 
you obtain from the 
Germans about fifty 
of their magnificent 
tanks, plus the 
same number of 
armored cars for 
Libya?” Suffice to 
say, Balbo died in 
an air crash days 
later and with his 
demise, so ended any 
sustained canvassing 
for German military 
equipment.
 What worried 
Wavell more than 
Germanic excellence 
in armaments was 
the fact that he 
was continuing to lose military units to 
escapades elsewhere. The 7th Armored 
Division was off the line, resting on its 
laurels; the 4th Indian Division was 
sent to East Africa where a fracas was 
developing against other Italian colonies 
and that same month, Collishaw’s 202 
Group, coupled with major army units 
were packed off to Greece and Crete. All 
Wavell had left was the inexperienced 
2nd Armored Division and the 9th 
Australian Infantry Division, along with 
a single RAF fighter squadron equipped 
with obsolete Gladiators and Hurricane 
monoplane fighters and a bomber-
reconnaissance squadron equipped with 
the hopelessly outdated and noisy Bristol 
Bombay. 
 Wavell hoped that some of his 
units would return before the major 
fighting erupted. But then, on February 
24, a small German reconnaissance 
battalion blundered into a British patrol 

from the King’s Dragoon Guards near El 
Aghelia and destroyed four British scout 
cars for no loss. An officer and two men 
were captured. The Afrika Korps had 
fought its first engagement and had come 
away victorious. Rommel was pleased. 
“A good omen,” he wrote in a letter to 
his wife, Lucie. The reconnaissance 
battalion proceeded to reconnoiter the 
frontline and delivered an optimistic 
report to Rommel: the British have only 
a thin covering force under Lt-General 
Philip Neame, VC, at El Aghelia. 
 Rommel’s main combat unit, 
the veteran 15th Panzer Division was 
still en-route, but he had no intention of 
waiting. He would attack with what he 
had — a smattering of infantry, artillery 
and reconnaissance units and the 5th 
Panzer Regiment of the German 5th 
Light Division — no match for the 
British on paper, although Rommel 
had no intention of executing a frontal 
attack. It was precisely this sort of daring 

british 2nd 
armored division

badge

a luftwaffe airman shows off a captured british truck. on the front fender is the badge of the 2nd 
armored division.
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which would make him renowned as a bold, swift 
commander, a man who will come to be praised 
by Churchill as “a daring and skillful” man, and 
“in the havoc of war, a great General,” almost 
fearless in the execution of hastily-made plans. 
 On March 24th, the German 5th Light 
Division with two Italian divisions for company, 
advanced out Sirte and fell upon the British at 
El Aghelia. Rommel’s aim was clear: captured 
capture the nearby cities of Agedabia, Benghazi 
and secure Cyrenaica. 
 Split into three columns, the Germans 
and Italians streamed east, leaving a great cloud 
of ochre sand in their wake. On the very first 
day, one column overran El Aghelia and then 
harried the escaping British garrison all the 
way to Agedabia, which it then captured on 
April 2 with over 800 prisoners. The British 3rd 
Armored Brigade (the solitary brigade of the 2nd 
Armored Division) attempted to intervene but its 
two regiments could only muster 12 antiquated 
A-13 Cruiser tanks, 20 captured “Eyetie” (British 
slang for Italian) M-13s and 19 useless machine-
gun armed Vickers Mk VI tanks which looked as 
though they belonged to the bygone age of tank 
warfare from the last war. 
 The 5th German Division smashed 
through the British positions and reached 
Benghazi on the night of April 3. For Wavell, at 
headquarters, worse news followed. That morning, 

an RAF reconnaissance aircraft had spotted dust 
plumes on the horizon and reported several 
enemy motorized columns streaming towards the 
large British oil depot at Msus. Upon hearing the 
news, the allied detachments guarding the oil 
dumps, panicked, and set the stockpiles ablaze. 
When the badly battered survivors of the 3rd 
Armored Brigade arrived at the depot the next 
morning to refuel, they were met by thick palls of 
black smoke. 
 In reality, the forces which had been 
spotted on the previous day was a unit of the 
British LRDG (Long-Range Desert Group) out 
on a patrol and a recovery section of the 3rd 
Armored, out searching for salvageable tanks. 
 Starved for gasoline, the remnants of 3rd 
Armored was forced to abandon most of their 
tanks and push on by foot to Mechili, 80 miles 
away. The journey was punishing. Amid the 
sweltering desert heat, the men were attacked 
repeatedly by gull-winged German Junker Ju87 
Stuka dive-bombers, which had so terrified the 
British Army in France the year before. 
 The RAF seemed nonexistent, but heavy 
engagements were taking place all along the line. 
On the afternoon of April 3, seven patrolling 
Hurricanes from the newly-arrived Australian 3 
Squadron encountered eight Stukas of II/StG2 
and an equal number of Messerschmitt Me110s 
from 7/ZG26 attacking British troops at Derna. 
 Flight Lt. Alan Rawlinson and one section 
hauled after the Stukas, while the other section 
confronted the Me110s. The chattering of gunfire 
filled the air. A Stuka and a Me110 screamed 

the panzer Mark iii was rommel’s best tank during 
the 1941 period. it was more reliable than the british 
“cruiser” tanks and had better armor. its only match 
was the well-protected british Matilda, whose 
armor could not be penetrated by the 
german tank’s 50mm gun. the vehicle 
shown is a panzer iii aust. J of the 15th panzer 
division, with a high-velocity, long barreled 50mm 
cannon. copyright Jean restayn                         

Main gun     50mm Kwk38 l/42

hull armor   50-16 mm

other guns  2 x 7.92mm Mg34

crew            5

top speed    24 mph (on-road), 12 (off-road)
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out of the sky in flames, tearing into the 
desert sand amid a satisfying balloon of 
flames. The ground forces, however, 
were beyond help by this stage. What 
had begun as an withdrawal had turned 
into a rout. British units raced eastwards 
towards Egypt, while the remnants of 
the 3rd Armored Brigade which had 
managed to reach Derna on April 6 had 
the ignominious honor of being captured 
there. 
 Rommel had achieved fantastic 
gains, but his offensive across central 
Cyrenaica had not been easy. The 
severe terrain had taken its toll on both 
men and machines. Rommel’s knack 
for changing orders at the last moment 
caused numerous breakdowns among the 
motorized elements, which were pushed 
to the limit over treacherous terrain 
with limited fuel. At times even his most 
hardened troops seemed to reach the 
breaking point. Some of the forward 
units, ordered to make for Derna and the 
coast road were in such a desperate state 
that they were forced to leave behind a 
large number of their vehicles, siphoning 

what fuel remained so that a small force 
could reach their objective.  
 Rommel’s attention then turned 
to the oasis of Mechili, below the Jebel 
Akhdar mountain range. With the assault 
on the oasis scheduled to begin in just 
a few days’ time, his supply column 
started back for Tripoli, 620 miles away, 
to retrieve fuel and stores, but it was 
patently obvious that they would not 
return to the front in time for the attack. 
In desperation, the Luftwaffe (German 
air force) attempted to ferry fuel to the 
5th Panzer Regiment by landing Junkers 
Ju52 transport planes on a nearby wadi 
(an Arabic name for a dried out river 
bed). RAF Hurricanes from the port-
city of Tobruk and other airfields caught 
these massive Ju52 transports on the 
ground. The result was a fiasco. 
 Several Ju52’s were destroyed 
on the ground. Still. Rommel’s second 
column captured Msus on the April 7 
and Mechili on the following day, after 
a fierce, three-day battle. They even 
overran the headquarters of the 2nd 
Armored Division and captured the 

general philip 
neame (left), 
brigadier combe 
and Major general 
gambier-perry 
(right) wait to be 
transported to 
germany by Junkers 
Ju52 aircraft 
after having been 
captured by the 
germans at derna. 
FranZ selinger
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australian 9th 
division insignia

Much of the 9th australian’s resolve at 
tobruk came from the its analytical, 
level-headed leader, Major-general 
leslie Morsehead. his resoluteness and 
adherence to discipline earned him 
the nickname “Ming the Merciless,” 
and the germans had nothing but the 
highest praise for his leadership. after 
tobruk, Morsehead went on to more 
successes at el alamein and in the 
pacific. 

divisional commander, Major-General 
Gambier-Perry, who now joined some 
1,700 prisoners in the bag, including 70 
officers. A few of the British, including 
the 1st Royal Horse Artillery managed to 
get away but the pursing Germans trailed 
not far behind, now racing out on the 
open, coastal plain of Gazala, about 40 
miles west of Tobruk. 
 By now, the third column, led 
by Lt-Colonel Count von Schwerin, was 
sent in a wide outflanking move through 
Ben Gania to Mechili and Derna. Their 
task was to cut off and trap any British 
units trying to evacuate Cyrenaica, 
and on the night of April 6, they took 
their most illustrious prisoners to date 
—O’Connor (the victor of Compass 
himself) and Philip Neame – both of 
whom were captured outside Derna 
by an enterprising German motorcycle 
patrol. The generals were rapidly 
hastened to a POW camp in Italy. 
 Now, the key port-city of Tobruk 
lay within Rommel’s grasp, but in his 

eagerness to reach to the Libya-Egyptian 
frontier, he blundered by ignoring it, 
convinced that it was lightly defended 
and easily mopped up by his trailing 
troops. He took Bardia on April 11 
and the coastal town of Sollum on the 
Egyptian frontier four days later. But he 
had miscalculated with Tobruk.
 Wavell had ordered Lt-General 
Leslie Morsehead of the 9th Australian 
Division to hold Tobruk and its massive 
store of supplies. A force from the 17th 
Australian Division (the 18th Brigade), 
joined Morsehead’s force and gathering 
inside the fortified Tobruk perimeter, the 
squat, cool-headed general told his men 
that “there will be no Dunkirk here. If 
we have to get out, then we will fight our 
way out. There is no surrender and no 
retreat!” 
 Even as Rommel reached the 
Egyptian frontier on April 11, elements 
of the Afrika Korps had appeared around 
Tobruk, only to draw fierce fire from 
the Australians, causing them to push 
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Junkers Ju52 transport planes and Messerschmitt Me110 heavy-fighters rev up their engines to undertake a mission 
delivering fuel to rommel’s panzers. bUndesarchiv

the british in north africa had the good fortune of having several elite divisions in the theatre. intriguingly these were 
largely non-english units such as the (from left), 2nd new Zealand division, the 4th indian (red eagle) division and the 
scottish 50th (northumbrian) division. the 7th armored division (second from right) was an experienced unit which would 
experience tremendous success — and failure. high hopes were also mustered for the 2nd south african division (far 
right), equipped with the best south africa had to offer, but the unit’s performance would disappoint.
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on towards the Egyptian frontier. Rommel erred 
by not ordering a full-fledged attack on the city 
that same day, instead  focusing his attention on 
consolidating gains on the frontier, including the 
strategically important Halfaya Pass, cutting a 
route through the mountains along the frontier, 
facing the sea. He was also distracted. After all, he 
had achieved the unthinkable. 
 In just a few short weeks, his men had 
driven the British back into Egypt and had 
become the masters of Cyrenaica. “You will 
understand that I can’t sleep with happiness,” 
he wrote Lucie. “It’s wonderful to have pulled 
this off against the British.... The lads stuck it 
magnificently and came through the battle both 
with the enemy and nature very well.” He could 
not have known then that his blaze of good 
fortune was coming to a temporary end.
 The British were falling out of the daze. 
Sir Noel Beresford-Peirse was summoned from 
East Africa to take command of the leaderless 
Western Desert Force on April 11, and he 
positioned his men along a new and strung out 
line near the Libyan-Egyptian border. With the 
collapse of Italian resistance in East Africa in 
May, new units were rushing in to reinforce the 
desert army. Rommel’s forces, meanwhile, began 
to suffer the same problems which had plagued 
the British during their advance against the 
Italians — overextended lines of communications 
and a shortfall of supplies.

the luftwaffe began to regularly bomb tobruk. peter Mcintyre, national collection oF war art ncwa 28

german tanks pass through the Marble arch, built by 
Mussolini in 1937 delineate tripolitania province from 
cyrenaica. in the foreground is a panzer iiig; following 
behind is a panzer ii, which would rapidly be rendered 
obsolete in combat with the british. 
bUndesarchiv 101i-782-0009-01a
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german troops pick through the pockets of british. captives behind them is a german self-propelled gun. bUndesarchiv

a german unit lines up for chow. bUndesarchiv
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Chapter 2

TOBRUK, THE vERDUn Of THE DEsERT

For all sides fighting in the North 
Africa, the city of Tobruk, situated 75 
miles west of the frontier with Egypt, 

was a pivot upon which the entire campaign 
for Cyrenaica rested upon. The port city was 
to be the dominant factor in the 15-month 
phase of the North African campaign known 
to the British as the “Benghazi Handicap.” 
 From opposite ends of the front, rival 
forces chased each back and forth across the 
Cyrenaican desert, halting only when they 
overextended their lines of communications 
(which was frequent), with fate apparently 
measuring the flow of supplies to ensure 
that the British would never break into 
Tripolitania or the Germans break into 
Egypt. In these battles, Tobruk’s importance 

lay in its excellent deep-water harbor – 
where a ship unloading 5,000 tons of cargo 
was worth more than a dozen convoys of 
trucks. 
 By April 11, Rommel had 
surrounded Tobruk along its 30 mile 
perimeter. Morsehead’s frontline were based 
on old-Italian defenses which included 
a thirty-foot anti-tank ditch and about 
seventy strongpoints. There were two lines 
of defense — an outer “Red Line” and an 
inner “Blue Line.” In between these was a 
minefield wreathed in barbed wire. 
 The 23,000-strong Tobruk garrison 
included almost 15,000 Australians, over 
500 Indian troops and the rest British. They 
had several heavy and light anti-aircraft 
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a panorama of tobruk 
harbor by the wartime 
artist edward bawden. 
the tate MUseUM

Men of the australian 9th 
infantry division guard an 
italian tanker and some of 
the first german prisoners 
to be taken in the 
campaign, after rommel’s 
first unsuccessful jaunt 
into tobruk. iMperial 
war MUseUM e2478
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a mass of raF 
blenheims 
light-bombers, 
escorted hawker 
hurricane 
fighters roar 
over the 
frontline. 
associated press

batteries, and a small armored force 
whose men and equipment were drawn 
mainly from the units of the slain 3rd 
Armored Brigade — the 3rd Hussars 
and the King’s Dragoon Guards. In the 
early days of the siege, they also had 
four Hurricanes from 73 Squadron, but 
these were later shot down or withdrawn. 
For supplies, the defenders relied on 
Royal Navy supply ships, and although 
the Luftwaffe quickly established 
air superiority over the fortress, the 
harbor was kept open by heavy anti-
aircraft batteries firing 3.7-inch shells 
to predetermined heights. Joining them 
were light anti-aircraft batteries using 
Bofors 40mm and captured Italian 20mm 
and 40mm Breda guns, firing tracers 
which exploded on impact. 
 Rommel decided to act before the 
British settled in, authorizing a probing 
attack on the first day of the siege – Good 
Friday, 11 April 1941. The 8th Machine 
Gun Battalion supported by about twenty 
Panzers made the foray, only to be cut 

down by the Australians. Rommel then 
decided on a major attack on April 14. 
 Under the cover of darkness 
at 1 AM, machine-gunners and 
engineers worked a gap through the 
southern defenses of the perimeter. 
Five hours later, Stukas and an artillery 
bombardment hit the forward lines, 
hoping to soften the defenders up. 
At 7.15 AM, the first elements of the 
assault party moved forward stealthily 
into the attack. Unknown to them, 
their movements had been noted by 
the watchful Australians who called in 
heavy artillery fire. Amid the screams 
of calamitous shellfire and dying men, 
several German units forced their way in. 
 One young Panzer officer later 
recorded: “the shells explode like 
fireworks. We travel six miles with every 
nerve on edge… and suddenly we are in 
the gap. The tank is going nose down in 
the first ditch…the motor whines, and I 
catch a glimpse of the stars through the 
shutter, then for the second time the tank 
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a group of australians pray on the eve of battle. iMperial war MUseUM e1483

battlefield 
conditions 
were bad 
for both 
sides. here, 
a group of 
Afrika Korps 
soldiers clean 
out the sand 
from their 
rifles, wear 
headnetting 
(to keep 
out the 
ubiquitous 
desert flies), 
and are 
stripped down 
to their shorts 
because of 
the scorching 
heat.
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goes down, extricating itself backwards 
with a telltale thud, the engines grinding. 
We are through and immediately take up 
file in battle order.” 
 The leading panzer battalion 
fought its way about 3 km (2 miles) inside 
the perimeter before it was stopped. The 
Australian turned the Italian coastal guns 
inland, and joined by a bevy of others — 
from 2-pounder to 25-pounder cannons 
— destroyed 16 of the 38 German tanks. 
Italian fighters attempted to gain air 
superiority but met their match in the 
form of the experienced anti-aircraft 
gunners. 
 For the survivors, their ordeal 
was unending. The attack petered out 
at 12 PM but the remaining attackers 
sheltering in nearby wadis outside the 
perimeter found themselves under siege 
from the Royal Air Force. Small groups 
of Blenheim bombers appeared every 
10 to 30 minutes in the cumulous-laden 
sky, dumping their deadly cargoes on 

tanks and men clustered below, causing 
heavier casualties than during the assault 
earlier that day. Casualties piled up at 
the first-aid stations but this only drove 
Rommel to try to capture the city before 
more of his men were lost. On April 30, 
he made a do-or-die attack.
 At 5.45 PM, Stukas dive-
bombed the forward perimeter and 
then panzergrenadiers (motorized 
infantry) and assault pioneers rushed 
the southwestern part of the wire just as 
night fell. But the allies counterattacked, 
having been forewarned by intelligence. 
The battle raged on throughout the 
following day, and the Germans 
managed to get a foothold on the outer 
defenses, but their losses were heavy. 
On May 4, Rommel called off the attack 
even though his troops held a 3 km (2 
mile) deep salient near Fort Pilastrino for 
the rest of the siege.
 Rommel’s failure to capture 
Tobruk — the forward base that he 

the crew of a 
british daimler 
“dingo” scout 
car examine a 
captured panzer 
ii of the 5th 
panzer regiment 
at tobruk on 
april 14, 1941.
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need so badly for his drive into Egypt – was the 
Wehrmacht’s (German land army) first setback 
of the war. To make matters worse, sustained 
allied resistance at Tobruk constantly threatened 
Rommel’s lines of supply and drained resources 
and troops from the offensive into Egypt. And he 
could scarcely afford to leave Tobruk unattended 
and push on to Egypt. 
 Far from remaining within their perimeter, 
the “Rats of Tobruk” — as they were described by 
the British-Nazi propagandist Lord Haw Haw — 
the garrison began aggressive night patrols behind 
enemy lines, gathering information, killing 
troops and bringing back prisoners. The fortress’ 
Gurkha troops, hailing from the foothills of the 
Himalayas and known to be the fiercest troops 
in the British army, instilled horror amongst 
German units holding the forward siege lines for 
they seldom took prisoners, instead returning 
with the ears of their victims as souvenirs. These 
night tactics would tie up one German and four 
Italian divisions in static defense for the next nine 
months. 

 Encouraged by these events, the 
British Desert Army in Egypt, attempted to 
drive the Germans back towards Halfaya Pass 
whose twisting roads traversed 700 feet of high 
escarpments, from the Egyptian plains to the port 
city of Sollum. By now, some 300 German tanks 
had been destroyed and Rommel had suffered 
the loss of 38,000 men — almost twice that of 
the Commonwealth — losses that the Germans 
could ill-afford. But just as the pressure started 
to build up against Rommel, the British ran out 
of momentum. More of their troops had been 
transferred elsewhere. 
 In May, for example, a force was sent 
to Iraq to quell a German sponsored rebellion 
there, and in June another force was dispatched 
to secure Vichy French controlled Syria. In May, 
however, Churchill sent a fast convoy hoping for 
the speedy destruction of the Afrika Korps and the 
permanent relief of Tobruk. Codenamed Tiger, 
the convoy docked in Alexandria on May 12, 
and brought with it almost 400 new tanks and 50 
Hurricane fighters.

several australians shelter 
in one of the many natural 
caves found within the 
tobruk perimeter during 
an air raid. Mocked by the 
british-nazi propagandist, 
lord haw haw, as “rats,” 
the australians gleefully 
adopted the nickname 
of “rats of tobruk.” the 
15,000 men of the 9th 
division would hold tobruk 
against overwhelming 
odds for six months. by 
when they were eventually 
relieved, 823 men had 
been killed, 2214 wounded 
and 700 captured. 
iMperial war MUseUM e4814
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Chapter 3

WiTH BREviTY AnD BATTLEAXE

Recovering from being the shame of being 
ousted from Libya and under pressure from 
Winston Churchill to hit back, Wavell 

launched Operation Brevity – his first offensive 
moves since 1940. 
 Brevity announced the beginning of the 
second round of the “Benghazi Handicap” and 
was meant to dislodge the Germans from their 
current positions along the eastern Libya border 
and provide a more advantageous situation for a 
follow-up offensive titled Operation Battleaxe. 
 Although Brevity has been written off as 
a triviality, it came at a time when Rommel was 
hard-pressed to repel it. After numerous losses in 
the assaults against Tobruk, the Germans were 
in no position to halt, much less counter, enemy 
action. Only a small force from the German 15th 
Motorcycle Battalion, bivouacked in inadequate 
positions, defended the tactically important 
Halfaya Pass, while the surrounding areas were 
held by poorly equipped Italian troops. 
 Wavell launched Brevity on May 15, 
when his 2nd Royal Tank Regiment (RTR) 
equipped with twenty-nine A9/10 cruisers 
crossed the frontier and fought the Italians for 
Fort Capuzzo, hoping to seal the enemy’s desert 
flank. Meanwhile, at the same time, the 4th RTR 
equipped twenty-four Matildas and supporting 
infantry attacked the Germans at Halfaya Pass. 
 After two days of fighting, the Germans 
withdrew from the Pass and the British paused to 
re-group. But then Rommel did not at all behave 
as he was expected to. Instead of pulling back and 
consolidating his forces, he brought up a mass 
of reinforcements and began stacking men and 
heavy weapons under Hauptman Wilhelm Bach, 
a former pastor, against Halfaya Pass.
 Then, on May 16, he began to earn 
his nickname — the “Desert Fox,” when he 
cunningly sent two armored battle groups totaling 
160 tanks with infantry to the frontier. Fearing that 
they would be outflanked, the British retreated. 
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Grasping the opportunity, Rommel quickly 
dispatched the 8th Panzer Regiment, backed 
up by 88 mm Flak guns and retook Halfaya. He 
then fortified it with Bach’s artillery and 88 mm 
guns, making the defenses so formidable that the 
Pass would soon become known to the British as 
“Hellfire Pass.”
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 Rommel had won the 
opening round of the “second 
handicap,” but Wavell was 
already making preparations 
for Operation Battleaxe. On 
1 June, Air Marshal Arthur 
Tedder replaced Longmore as 
commander of RAF Middle East, 
and was also made the supreme 
air commander in the theatre. 
His immediate priorities involved 
the re-equipment of his RAF 
squadrons in time for Battleaxe. 
American-made P-40 Tomahawks 
were being delivered in greater 
numbers, and these re-equipped 
several fighter squadrons, although 
the aircraft’s performance was 
only marginally better than the 
venerable Hurricane Mark I 
which had played an instrumental 
role in winning the 1940 Battle 
of Britain. Furthermore, army 
cooperation concepts had to 
be revised. The standard army 
cooperation aircraft in RAF 
Middle East’s arsenal at the 
time was the Lysander — a slow 
and vulnerable aircraft which 
nevertheless gave stout service. 
When flying on army support 
duties, these Lysanders required 

the 
eastwards, 
sollum-
facing 
slopes of 
halfaya 
pass. 

peter 
Mcintyre, 
national 
coMMission 
For war art 
ncwa 73 

a Flak 88 gun is deployed in a field.

soldiers of the 4th indian division engage in some witticism by decorating 
the side of their truck with the slogan: of “Khyber pass to hellfire pass,” 
on 21 June 1941. “hellfire pass” was the nickname for the strategically 
important halfaya pass, after it was fortified by the germans made near 
impregnable. iMperial war MUseUM e3660
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two australian soldiers gaze upon sollum bay from atop the 
eastern end of halfaya pass. 
aUstralian war MeMorial Me0985

the inland, western-exit of halfaya pass.

constant fighter escorts — an unacceptable waste 
of resources, and so the concept of the fighter-
bomber was born. Realizing the lessons borne out 
of Luftwaffe operations during the 1940 Blitzkrieg 
in France, the RAF dispatched quantities of 
Hurricane Mark IIB and 20mm-cannon-armed 
Mark IICs to Egypt.   
 On June 15, Battleaxe went into action, 
using the tanks and aircraft brought in by Tiger. 
The plan was for the heavy Matilda infantry tanks 
of the 7th Armored Brigade (not to be confused 
with the division), with elements of the 4th Indian 
Division, to attack Halfaya Pass. Meantime, 
the lighter and faster “cruiser” tanks of the 4th 
Armored Brigade, accompanied by the “lorried” 
infantry, were to cover the left flank. In concert, 
several columns from the veteran 7th Armored 
Division would advance on Hafid Ridge and 
Fort Capuzzo. Regardless of all these goals, the 
relief of Tobruk was still the primary objective. 
The operation’s objective was to punch through 
Rommel’s defensive shield, link up with the 
besieged Tobruk garrison and push on to Derna 
and Mechili.
 In support of Wavell’s ground forces were 
a total of five fighter squadrons (fielding 116 
aircraft), six squadrons of light bombers and one 
tactical-reconnaissance squadron equipped with 
Hurricanes. In addition, Wellington medium 
bombers were based in the Nile Delta. Included 
in the aerial armada were the first squadrons of the 
South African Air Force (SAAF) to reach Egypt, 
which would also serve as the baptism of fire for 
the new American-made P-40 Tomahawks and 
Martin Marylands.
 Rommel had received reinforcements 
of his own. Naval convoys from Italy had finally 
transported the entirety of the 15th Panzer 
Division, whose 8th Panzer Regiment boasted 
146 tanks, including 71 Panzer Mark IIIs armed 
with 50mm cannons and twenty Panzer Mark 
IVs armed with short-barreled 75 mm cannons. 
At Halfaya Pass, Bach had 500 German troops 
holding well-entrenched positions and backed up 
by five Flak 88 guns, plus a battery of ex-French 
155mm artillery pieces. A further 400 Italian 
troops were also deployed along the pass.

the british 8th army came into existence in september 
1941, bringing all allied units in the western desert and 
libya under one unified command. it would go onto the 
become on the preeminent british army of the war, ending 
1945 in italy.
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When intelligence 
warned of imminent 
British attack, 
Rommel deployed 
80 of the 15th 
Panzer’s tanks along 
the Italian Brescia 
and Trieste Infantry 
Divisions. Headed in 
their direction were 
two British armored 
brigades (both from 
the 7th Armored 
Division) with 238 
tanks (100 Matildas 
and 90 Cruisers) and 
almost 7,000 men 
from the 4th Indian 
Division. 
 A fierce 
scrap erupted. On 
the very first day of 
the battle, June 15, 
Bach’s men knocked 
out 11 Matildas, but 
elsewhere the British 
4th Armored Brigade 
seized Point 206. 
The Germans at 
Halfaya fought hard 
against the Indians, 
but by the end of the day they were cut-off 
and low on supplies. On the plateau, the 7th 
Armored Division had succeeded in seizing 
Fort Capuzzo on the first day, but the 15th 
Panzer Division counter-attacked and threw 
the British back at considerable loss to itself. 
The 5th Light Division then moved down to 
Hafid Ridge and on May 16 swept down to 
fight the 7th Armored Brigade, which had 
blunted itself on the thick anti-tanks screen 
at the ridge. The two units became quickly 
enveloped in a prolonged fracas near the 
town of Sidi Omar. By the 16th, a mass of 
British armor lay inactive or in ruins. 
 The British offensive was rapidly 
running out of steam. Instead of striking 

out at the enemy, the armored brigades 
had spent themselves against superior 
German anti-tank weapons, while in the air, 
RAF’s less maneuverable Tomahawks and 
Hurricanes were paying a bitter price at the 
hands of the faster and more maneuverable 
Messerschmitt Me109Fs. The momentum 
of the attack was ultimately lost, and British 
decided to withdraw on June 17. 
 In an attempt to cut off their line 
of retreat, the 15th Panzer division swept 
south, but Wavell was one step ahead 
and left behind an armored squadron of 
Matildas to hold off the weaker Panzer Mk 
IIs and IIIs. 
 The RAF was called upon to support 
the withdrawal, and at 3.45 PM on the 

Source: George Forty, “The Desert War,” (2002), p. 57 
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17th, 202 Group (having returned from Greece) 
dispatched a dozen Hurricanes to pummel enemy 
lines of communication and supply dumps in 
the Sidi Omar area. Six machines were drawn 
from 33 Squadron and led by Flight Lt. Vernon 
Woodward; two were from 229 Squadron, one 
from 73 Squadron and lastly Flight Lt. Dudley 
Honor leading part of 274 Squadron. 
 Shortly after reaching the frontier, a large 
number of enemy aircraft were sighted — Stukas 
from II/StG2 and the Italian 239th Squadriglia, 
with an escort of Me109s from 3/JG27 and 

Italian Fiat G50s from the l50th Squadriglia. 
 Turning to engage, nine Hurricanes 
barreled towards the enemy fighters while three 
Hurricanes chased after the Stukas. The blue 
sky above became a mass of contrail circles 
and weaves. Pilot Officer Douglas Edghill of 
229 Squadron blazed away at a Stuka, sending 
it crashing in flames to bring his overall score 
to seven. Pilot Officer R. R. Mitchell claimed 
another and Flying Officer D. T. Moir from 33 
Squadron blasted a third. 
 The Canadian Woodward, already an ace 

destroyed british a13 “cruiser” tanks litter the battlefield. bUndesarchiv 101i-784-0247-13

german flak cars race to plug a hole in the line. anti-aircraft weapons were used regularly against tanks, vehicles and 
men.
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with 17 confirmed kills, shot down his 
last victory of the war – a Fiat fighter 
and damaged another which crossed his 
path. Sergeant Eric “Jumbo” Genders 
(also of 33 Squadron) went after two 
more “bandits” and hit them both. These 
were initially claimed as “damaged” 
but were later confirmed by an elated 
army on the ground which had seen 
them crash; this increased Gender’s 
total to eight confirmed victories. But 
the fighting was tough and the RAF lost 
four Hurricanes, with Flying Officer Eric 
Woods of 33 Squadron being killed. The 
men of 274 Squadron suffered the most; 
they had claimed no victories and had 
lost two Hurricanes and their pilots — 
2nd Lieutenant Robert Grasset and Pilot 
Officer Terrence Officer, who were both 
shot down outside the Tobruk perimeter 
and taken prisoner. 
 Operation Battleaxe was dismal 
failure. The push saw no territory gained 
and in three days of heavy fighting the 
British had lost 91 tanks, 120 troops were 
killed, while another 600 were wounded 
and some 260 were reported missing or captured. 
The Germans had lost 25 tanks, 93 men killed, 
350 wounded and 235 missing. The RAF had 
lost 33 fighters and five bombers while inflicting 
only ten losses on the enemy — six of them in the 
engagement described above. Tedder’s verdict on 
the battle was seething. 
 He complained that the RAF pilots 
lacked experience and ability in comparison 
to those of the Luftwaffe. But to be fair, British 
equipment was markedly inferior to that of the 
Germans. 
 Rommel was exultant. “I have been on 
the road for three days,” he wrote his wife on the 
23rd, “Going round the battlefield. The joy of the 
Afrika troops over this latest victory is tremendous. 
The British thought they could overwhelm us 
with their 400 tanks… but our grouping and the 
stubborn resistance of the German and Italian 
troops who were surrounded for days together, 
enabled us to make the decisive operation ... Now 

the enemy can come, he’ll get an even bigger 
beating.”
 The failure of the operation spelt the 
demise of Wavell as Commander-in-Chief, 
Middle-East. Churchill castigated him for not 
being ruthless enough and had him sacked. 
Wavell received the news from an aide with some 
calm. He was shaving and had no intention of 
letting the bad news to affect his personal hygiene. 
“The Prime Minister is quite right,” he remarked 
as he scraped the razor over his lathered face. 
“This job needs a new eye and a new hand.” It was 
June 22, 1941 — the same day that Adolf Hitler 
launched Operation Barbarossa, against his 
erstwhile ally, the Soviet Union.
 Almost no one was in the desert was happy 
to see Wavell go.  Famed correspondent Alan 
Moorehead wrote, “There went out of Cairo and 
the Middle East that afternoon one of the great 
men of the war.” Even Rommel was disheartened, 
remarking that “the only British general who 
showed a touch of genius was Wavell.” 

sergeant pilot F.h. dean of 274 squadron raF examines belts of .303 
ammunition before they are installed in his hurricane Mark i at sidi 
barrani, egypt. dean died in combat on 15 May 1941, at the start of 
operation brevity. iMperial war MUseUM c868
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 Wavell’s replacement was named only on 
July 1. He, like Wavell, was at least an old hand. 
An old soldier of the British-Indian army, General 
Claude “The Auk” Auchinleck was a handsome 
and brawny Scot who was immensely popular and 
impressionable, and brimming strategic wisdom 
and insight. He was the type of man who made an 
effort in all that he did. Stationed in India before 
the war, he could speak fluent Hindi and Pashtun. 
Now, he prepared to employ his methodical style 
against Rommel. “There exists a real danger 
that our friend Rommel is becoming a kind of 
magician or bogeyman to our troops, who are 
talking far too much about him,” he remarked of 
his opponent. “He is by no means a superman, 
although he is undoubtedly very energetic and 
able.... I wish you to dispel by all possible means 
the idea that Rommel represents something more 
than an ordinary German general.”
 Aiding Auchinleck’s transition to 
command was a period of stalemate which 
signaled the end of the “Second Benghazi 
Handicap” and saw both sides building up their 
forces. The German-Italian forces aimed to 
quash Tobruk for good and then advance to the 
Suez, while the British planned to break out 
towards and reach Tobruk, while at the same time 
clearing Cyrenaica of enemy forces. The balance 
was swinging in favor of the British. Rommel’s 
forces were devoid of much-needed supplies, 
and reinforcements were being re-routed to the 
Russian front.

wavell’s replacement was general sir claude “the auk” 
auchinleck, an Ulster-scot and a graduate of sandhurst 
who chose to enlist the british indian army in 1903. “the 
auk’s” cool leadership would repeatedly save the day in 
1942 but he was under-appreciated by churchill who did 
not trust his abilities. he later became commander-in-
chief of the british indian army, a post he held until that 
country’s independence from britain in 1947.  
national portrait gallery, london

rommel confers with his commanders. 
signal MagaZine

“There exists a real 
danger that our 
friend Rommel 

is becoming a 
kind of magician 
or bogeyman

- auchinleck
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air battle over the western desert, between a p-40 tomhawak and german Messerschmitt Me110
peter Mcintyre, national coMMission For war art ncwa 330 
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The months of November and December 1941 saw some of the 
fiercest fighting of the North African campaign – culminating the 

Allied relief of Tobruk. With Tobruk relieved, the third and final round 
of the “Benghazi handicap” ended and Rommel was driven back to 

Tripolitania in a fighting retreat.
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Day turned to night as thick clouds of black 
smoke blotted out the sun in what should 
have been a clear Friday afternoon at 

Sidi Rezegh airfield, 16 km (10 miles) southeast 
of Tobruk on 21 November 1941. Below this 
layer of smoke lay a swarm of British troops, dug-
in on the Allied part of the airfield, while just a 
stone’s throw away, were the Germans. All around 
were smoldering wrecks of British and German 
tanks, while the pitiful remnants of several Italian 
airplanes still occupied their shattered pens and 
hangers. 
 Determined to dislodge the enemy from 
the field, troops of the 1st Battalion of the King’s 
Royal Rifle Corps (KRRC) launched an attack 
on a particularly well-defended German position. 
Among the attacking troops was Rifleman 

John Beeley who was in charge of a Bren light 
machine-gun. The advance over the open runway 
was terrible. The Germans pinned the KRRC 
with murderous, point-blank fire. Within minutes, 
Beeley’s ‘A’ company had suffered the loss of 
dozens of men and all but one of its officers.   
 But where the company went to ground, 
Beeley pushed himself up, gathered up his Bren 
and charged the enemy post, well positioned 
behind an anti-tank gun, a heavy machine gun 
and a light machine gun. Braving enemy fire, he 
covered thirty yards without a scratch and opened 
fire with the Bren, killing or wounding the entire 
crew of the anti-tank gun from twenty yards out 
before next knocking out two machinegun posts. 
Roused by his actions, Beeley’s company rallied 
and was in process of joining him when a burst 

Chapter 1

TURning THE TiDE

commonwealth troops charge an enemy position. peter Mcintyre, national coMMission For war art ncwa 300 
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of enemy fire killed him outright. Outraged, the 
vengeful company overran the German post, 
capturing seventy Germans. Such actions won 
Sidi Rezegh for the British with a net of 700 
prisoners, but not without its cost in blood. 

 
 In the lull which followed Operation 
Battleaxe, both sides built up their forces for the 
inevitable offensive to come. Each side planned 
a winter offensive, but the British, who through 
decoded signals knew that Rommel wanted to 
capture the besieged port of Tobruk, struck first. 

 The offensive, known as Operation 
Crusader was an ambitious plan to advance the 
massed armor of XXX Corps in a wide sweeping 
movement around the village of Gabr Saleh, 
65 km (40 miles) south east of Sidi Rezegh, in 
order to lure axis forces into a deadly tank battle. 
At the same time, the infantry of XIII Corps 
(accompanied by a tank brigade) would tie down 
German forces in the coastal village of Sollum, 
110 km (70 miles) east of Tobruk. In this way, Lt-
General Sir Alan Cunningham, the commander 
of the newly formed Eighth Army (which replaced 
the Desert Army), hoped to defeat the armored 

a brand-new valentine Mark ii tank of the 1st 
army tank brigade. this particular machine was 
destroyed by an 88mm gun during the operation. 
copyright Jean restayn                         

Main gun     roQF 2-pounder Mk iX or X

hull armor   60-20 mm

other guns  1 x 7.92mm besa Mg

crew            3

top speed    14 mpg (on-road), 9 (off-road)

two panzer iiis, escorted by several horch cross-country cars rumble towards the front. 
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an improvement over the cruiser a13 tank, great things were expected from the cruiser 
a15, which was christened the “crusader.” the machine pictured here is an early Mark 
i. the crusader was mainstay of british 
armored forces from mid-1941 to early 
1942, but it was still undergunned and 
underarmored. copyright Jean restayn                         

Main gun     2-pounder Mk 

hull armor   32-10 mm

other guns  2 x 7.92mm besa Mg

crew            5

top speed    26 mph

might of the Afrika Korps under Lt-General 
Ludwig Crüwell, who had taken over after 
Rommel was elevated to command the newly 
designated senior formation, Panzergruppe Afrika. 
 Once the Afrika Korps was stripped of its 
armor, XIII Corps was to move up and relieve 
Tobruk, hence pinning the enemy between 
themselves, the Tobruk garrison and the victorious 
tanks of XXX corps. 
 Numerically, the odds were in favor of the 
British – the ground forces could field 316 cruiser 
tanks (including several new Crusader Mark II 
tanks, from which the offensive derived its name), 
165 American-made M3 Stuart light tanks and 
132 heavy infantry tanks. In addition the 32nd 
Army Tank Brigade, based inside Tobruk had 32 
cruisers and 79 heavy infantry tanks available for a 
breakout. These significantly outweighed the 249 
panzers from the 15th and 21st Panzer Divisions 
(seventy Mk IIs, thirty-five Mk IVs, 139 Mk IIIs 
and five captured Matildas) and 146 Italian M13 
tanks from the Ariete armored division. 
 Not only did the British outnumber the 
Axis armor by a factor of two, but much of their 
equipment was superior. The new Crusader 
tank was a handsome machine, crab-like in 
appearance, fast and decently armored, but it was 
prone to breakdowns and mounted a puny two-
pounder main gun (firing a 40 mm round). The 
American Stuart employed a high-velocity 37mm 
cannon but was powered by an aircraft engine 
which burned through prodigious quantities of 

fuel. The Matildas (now joined by two-pounder-
armed Valentine Infantry tank) formed the steel 
plating of Crusader aspirations but they were 
slow. 
 To counter this thrust, Rommel had 
two full-fledged panzer divisions (the 5th Light 
Division was reformed as the 21st Panzer 
Division on August 1), four infantry divisions, 
three motorized infantry divisions and an Italian 
armored division.

PANZERGRUPPE AFRIKA (Rommel), 
August 15, 1941
Afrika Korps (Crüwell)
•	 15th	Panzer	Division	(Neumann-Silkow)
•	 21st	Panzer	Division	(von	Ravenstein)
•	 90th	Light	“Afrika”	Division	(Summermann)
•	 55th	Savona	Infantry	Division	(Giorgis)	
Italian XXI Army Corps (Navarrini)
•	 17th	Pavia	Infantry	Division	(Franceschini)
•	 27th	Brescia	Infantry	Division	(Zambon)
•	 25th	Bologna	Infantry	Division	(Gloria)
•	 102nd	Trento	Mot.	Infantry	Div.	(de	Stefanis)	
Italian XX Corps (Gambarra)
•	 132nd	Ariete	Armored	Division	(Balotta)
•	 101st	Trieste	Mot.	Infantry	Division	(Piazzoni)

His tanks were largely the same, but he had 
more of them than before. The primary German 
workhorse, the Panzer Mark III was an efficient 
main battle tank sporting a 50mm cannon, 
adequate armor and good speed. Its companion, 
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n e w l y - i s s u e d , 
american-made 
stuart tanks of 
the 5th rtr (the 
british called the 
tanks, “honeys”). 
the triangle of 
“a” squadron is 
on the turret ofthe 
machine in the 
foreground, while 
the Jerboa rat 
insignia of the 4th 
armored brigade 
is on the fender. 

the short-barreled Panzer Mark IV had decent 
armor, was roomy, but fired only high-explosive 
anti-personnel round which was ineffective 
against armor. Rommel’s seventy Panzer Mark 
IIs had only machine guns for weaponry and the 
Italian M13s were known for their mechanical 
unreliability. The 88mm Flak guns served as 
Rommel’s trump card, being that they could 
skewer even the heavily armored Matildas at 
ranges of over a kilometer. Then, there was the 
superior method in which the Germans handled 
their fighting units. 
 Whereas the British stridently separated 
the various organic elements and services of a 
division — armor, infantry, artillery — to such 
a degree that neither would cooperate with 
each other because of interservice rivalries, the 
German Panzer Division was a paradigm of close-

cooperation in which artillery, infantry, tanks and 
anti-tank units operated as one. Britain’s tank 
tactics were also a recipe for disaster. 
British commanders preferred to use tanks in 
piecemeal fashion, instead of forging them 
in decisive numbers, backed by infantry, 
reconnaissance and artillery elements, like the 
Germans did. 
 These tactics could have been altered by 
Cunningham except that he had been weaned on 
colonial wars and skirmishes in East Africa and 
out of his depth when confronted by an opponent 
of the mettle of Rommel, although no knew it 
yet. When asked how the battle would turn out, 
he replied, “My plans depend very much on what 
old Rommel decides to do.” He might as well have 
staked the success of the venture on a roll of the 
dice.

Main gun     37mm M5

hull armor   44-13 mm

other guns  5 x .30-cal M1919a4 Mgs

crew            4

top speed    36 mph
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Crusader began on November 18 
when the RAF began a series of 
punishing airstrikes on German 

and Italian positions just before dawn. 
At first light, the men and tanks of XIII 
Corps moved out into a driving rain, 

crossed the frontier into 
Libya and advanced on 
the enemy forts from 
Sidi Omar to Sollum on 
the coast. 
 Alan Cunningham 
chose to travel with XXX 
Corps headquarters, 
as its 7th Armored 
Division (who were 
destined to achieve fame 
as the “Desert Rats”) 
drove north towards 
their objectives. But 
Rommel again did not 
respond as hoped. At 

his forward headquarters at Gambut, 
midway between Tobruk and the coastal 
fortress of Bardia, he initially dismissed 
reports of strong British armored forces 
moving from the south as a diversion, 
and planned to concentrate on attacking 
Tobruk. As a result, Cunningham heeded 
the advice of Lt-General Willoughby 
Norrie of XXX Corps and deepened the 
penetration. 
 Then, on the next day, November 
19, the British made a critical error. They 
divided their armor to capture several 
objectives at once. The 7th Armored 
Brigade along with rest of the divisional 
support group headed for Sidi Rezegh, 
24 km (15 miles) southeast of the Tobruk 
perimeter but the newly-formed 22nd 
Armored Brigade tore off to the southwest 
to secure the crossroads village of Bir el 
Gubi to the southwest while the Stuarts 
of the 4th Armored Brigade occupied 

Chapter 2

THE BATTLE is JOinED

the panzer Mark iv was rommel’s steadiest workhorse, although the iv F-1 version shown below was inhibited by its 
short-barreled 75mm cannon. this would be rectified by the F-2 version which carried a long-barrel gun. this particular 
machine belongs to the 15th panzer division. copyright Jean restayn                         

alan cunningham. 
iMperial war MUseUM e6661

Main gun     75mm KwK 37 l/24

hull armor   50-10 mm

other guns  2 x 7.92mm Mg34

crew            5

top speed    24 mph (on-road)

       12 mph (off-road)
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the ground between the two corps at Gabr Saleh. 
Within hours, the 22nd Armored Brigade had run 
smack into the tanks of the Italian Ariete Division 
at Bir el Gubi. 
 It was the brigade’s first battle and it 
showed. It made a rash, head-on attack, without 
infantry or artillery support and bolted straight 
into lines of anti-tank guns. Even then, its tankers 
fought heroically, knocking out 34 enemy tanks 
but lost 25 of own to minefields and artillery. In 
addition, another 30 of its new Crusader tanks 
broke down and the brigade had to withdraw. 
“What does it matter if you have two tanks to 
my one?” Rommel would later chide a captured 
British officer. “Especially when you spread them 
around and let me smash them in detail.” 
 The one bright development in the 
flurry of prosaic news was that the 7th Armored 
Brigade had secured the airfield at Sidi Rezegh. 

The Italians had been so taken by surprise here 
that many of their aircraft were destroyed on the 
ground by the charging tanks, although 19 were 
captured intact. The brigade then tried to make 
contact with the Tobruk garrison, but the Italian 
forces in between them held firm. The RAF in 
the air was also faring well; large numbers of 
light-bombers escorted by Hurricanes went after 
supply dumps and motorized columns in the 
enemy’s rear, while Tomahawks swooped in and 
hammered vehicle convoys in the desert. 
 Rommel meantime, became concerned 
with the reconnaissance information pouring in, 
and he sent Kampfgruppe Stephen (named after 
its commander Lt-Colonel Fritz Stephen) with 
some 85 tanks, supported by anti-tank guns and 
artillery to engage Brigadier Alec Gatehouse’s 
4th Light Armored Brigade at Gabr Saleh. There 
occurred the first large-scale tank battle of the 
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desert war, when German’s Mark III’s 
engaging the lighter and less well-armed 
Stuarts of the 4th Brigade, destroying 26 
tanks for little loss. 
 Rommel had finally woken up to the 
menace of Crusader. He deftly cancelled 
his attack on Tobruk and ordered the 15th 
and 21st Panzers to concentrate on Gabr 
Saleh and then head west to Sidi Rezegh. 
This was exactly where Cunningham had 

intended to trap the Panzers, but Rommel 
threw in the might of two panzer divisions 
against the single British brigade (the 7th 
Armored), holding the airfield. With 88s 
firing from the center, the two panzer 
divisions began tearing the 7th Armored to 
pieces.
 An infantry officer, Major Robin 
Hastings watched in awe as five Crusader 
tanks rushed to check an enemy column 
approaching the airfield over the rim of an 
escarpment. A series of bright flash erupted 
as all five tanks blew up before they could 
even fire their two-pounder cannons. The 
88s had claimed another set of victims.
In desperation, three British anti-tank guns 
wheeled around the engage the incoming 
enemy force. “We watched these three guns 
firing away,” said Hastings, “watched [as] the 
crews, completely composed, completely 
undaunted, [were] picked off one by one.” 
 Only the artillery of the 7th Armored 
Division’s Support Group under Lt-Colonel 
Jock Campbell prevented the complete 
destruction of the 7th Brigade. 
 Campbell could be seen on the 
frontline, encouraging, goading and 

brigadier John “Jock” campbell (left) with Maj-general 
william”strafer” gott, the commander of the 7th armored 
division. campbell won the victoria cross for his leadership in 
the battle for sidi rezegh. even the germans were full of praise 
for the actions of his support group. iMperial war MUseUM
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directing his small command into 
action. 
 Said the correspondent Alan 
Moorehead: “He led his tanks into 
action riding in an open armored car, 
and as he stood there, hanging on to 
its windscreen, a huge well-built man 
with the English officer’s stiff good 
looks, he shouted, ‘There they come, 
let them have it.’ When the car began 
to fall behind, he leapt on to the 
side of a tank as it went forward and 
directed the battle from there... They 
say that Campbell won the VC half a 
dozen times that day. The men loved 
this Elizabethan figure. He was the 
reality of all the pirate yarns and tales 
of high adventure, and in the extremes 
of fear and courage of the battle he 
had only courage. He went laughing 
into the fighting.” 
 He could be seen in the fray 
again the next day, personally directed 
the his gun batteries and once or 
twice, manning a gun himself when 
a man was wounded. Soon enough, 
he was wounded himself, but there 
was no question of him retiring from 
the battle. He stayed on and won that 

Victoria Cross which he so richly 
deserved.
 Even the Germans were 
unanimous in their praise for 
the Support Group. “The British 
artillery is the best trained and best 
commanded element in the British 
Army,” remarked one officer. But 
by when the Afrika Korps broke off 
the engagement because of fuel 
and ammunition shortages, the 7th 
Brigade had just 28 tanks left. 
 The Germans soon returned, 
however, and the battle raged for 
another 48 hours. By when the 
British 4th and 22nd Brigades rushed 
to reinforce the 7th, they arrived to 
see just fifteen of the brigade’s 71 
Crusaders still operational. Captain 
Robert Crisp, a South African tank 
commander with the 4th Armored 
Brigade was shocked by the state 
of the battlefield and the sheer 
concentration of German tank power. 
“Twelve hundred yards ahead of me 
stretched the array of dark brown 
shapes, 60 or 70 [German] monsters 
in a solid line abreast coming steadily 
towards the landing ground. The 

Jock campbell’s 25-pounder artillery pieces open fire on the germans at sidi rezegh. wellington library, victoria University

7th armored 
brigade insignia

4th armored 
brigade insignia
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rommel discusses the next course of action with his commanders. standing to his right is Maj-general georg von 
bismarck, the commander of the 21st panzer division, and at rommel’s right shoulder is Maj-general Fritz bayerlein, the 
chief of staff of the afrika Korps. bUndesarchiv 101i-785-0286-33

comrades of rifleman John 
beeley vc of 1st King’s royal 
rifle corps, work on a cross to 
be placed over his grave, 22 May 
1942. 
iMperial war MUseUM e12286
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4th Armored Brigade (Brig. A. Gatehouse)
          8th King’s Royal Irish Hussars (51 Stuart I)
          3rd Royal Tank Regiment (52 Stuart I)
          5th Royal Tank Regiment (52 Stuart I)
          2nd Bn, Scots Guards
          2nd Regiment, Royal Horse Artillery
7th Armored Brigade (Brig. G. Davy)
          7th Hussars (37 Cruiser II, 20 Crusader)
          2nd Royal Tank Regiment (52 Crusader)
          6th Royal Tank Regiment (49 Crusader)
22nd Armored Brigade (Brig. J. Scott-Cogburn)
        3rd County of London Yeomanry  (47 

Crusader, 4 Cruiser)
        4th County of London Yeomanry (Stuart)
        2nd Royal Gloucestershire Hussars (47  

Crusader, 4 Cruiser)

7th Support Group (Brig. “Jock” Campbell)
          3rd Royal Horse Artillery (36 x 2pdr)
          4th  Royal Horse Artillery (24 x 25pdr)
          1st Bn, Kings Royal Rifle Corps
          2nd Bn, The Rifle Brigade
          60th Field Regiment, RA (24 x 25pdr)
          203 Bty, 51st Field Regiment, RA 

(12x25pdr)    
Divisional troops
          4th South African Armoured Car Regiment
          1st King's Dragoon Guards
          11th Hussars
          102nd Royal Horse Artillery
          1st Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment, RA

7th armored Division Order of Battle, 18 November 1941
(Major-General William “Strafer” Gott)

vicious flashes at the end of their gun 
muzzles stood out in fearful contrast 
against their camouflage. Behind them 
the sky was blood-red.”
 A terrifying fracas erupted amid 
the swishing and screaming of cannon 
rounds tearing through the air and the 
jarring cacophony of shattering metal, 
flesh and earth. The fighting finally 
petered out on November 22 with the 
Germans once again in possession of 
the airfield. The three British brigades 
had lost two-thirds of their equipment 
and could field only 150 tanks 
between them.  
 The exhausted and battle-
weary German troops who occupied 
the airfield were too exhausted even 
to dig in. A British officer, watching 
with field glasses thought “they looked 
more like sleepwalkers than victors.” 
To this can be added testimony from 
a German officer: “I can truthfully 
say that none of us had more than 
the vaguest idea where we were from 
day to day and hour to hour or what was 

happening either to our own forces or the 
enemy’s.”

british troops recapture a Matilda being employed by the enemy. 
iMperial war MUseUM

divisional badges
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Unknown to the Allies however, 
the worst was yet to come. On the 
next day, November 23, a Sunday, 

Crüwell led his forces to link up with the 
Ariete division at Bir el Gubi. Thrusting 
through the gap between XXX Corps at 
Gabr Saleh and XIII Corps at Sollum, he 
blundered upon the motor transport of the 
5th South African Infantry Brigade in a 
stretch of open desert 10 km (6 miles) long. 
 In some of the fiercest, most 
valorous fighting of the desert war, the 
South Africans took on the German tanks 
and infantry with mere rifles, bayonets 
and hand-grenades — suffering terrible 
casualties but also knocking out 45 tanks 

before they were crushed. The remnants 
of the 22nd Armored Brigade were also 
caught in the gap, together with its 34 tanks 
and some 100 artillery guns from Jock 
Campbell’s 7th Support Group. 
 Deciding to crush them for the 
last time, Crüwell formed his vehicles — 
including 160 panzers and 100 Italian 
M-13s — into a line abreast formation 
and charged. But he had seriously 
underestimated his opponents. The British 
held fast and destroyed 70 of Crüwell’s 
tanks. 
 The plains around the Sidi Rezegh 
reeked of death, with a thick fog of smoke 
and dust drying away the rains from the 

Chapter 3

THE sUnDAY Of THE DEAD

two german panzer iiis and a german truck lay smashed amid the scarred landscape of sidi rezegh. iMperial war MUseUM
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previous week, hiding the carnage of war. That 
so much carnage had been wrought for such 
an unremarkable place was an irony not lost of 
the lowliest infantryman. The only structure 
in that desolate area was a single, white-domed 
mausoleum which held the body of a Muslim 
prophet. “Apart from the little white-domed 
building, there was nothing to justify its having a 
name,” an officer said later. “We never though it 
would remain in our memories forever.”
 The memories of that blood-strewn 
ground would certainly never haunt the South 
Africans. Some 3,400 of their men had been 
killed or captured. Isolated units held out among 
the smoldering vehicle wrecks of three nations — 
Germany, Italy and Britain. 
 The allied forces in the area were cut-
off, and Rommel watching the battlefield 
from the high plains at dawn on the 24th, later 
recorded: “Twilight came…and hundreds of 

burning vehicle, tanks and guns lit up the field of 
Totensonntag [Sunday of the dead].” 
 At about this time, Cunningham realized 
that he had lost the all-important tank battle 
which had been an intricate part of Crusader. 
In four days, the 8th Army had lost 530 tanks, 
while the Axis still had 250 (170 of them German) 
from the original 356. At this critical juncture, 
Cunningham lost his nerve. Angered by his 
repeated pleas to withdraw from the field of battle 
in order to “save Egypt,” Auchinleck sacked him 
and took personal charge of the battle. 
 “The Auk” immediately ordered surviving 
forces in Sidi Rezegh to hold out until the 
end. “You will… continue to attack the enemy 
relentlessly,” he said. “Use all your resources, even 
to the last tank.” Rommel’s hopes for a speedy end 
to the battle were dashed. The Germans were 
fast running out of resources and manpower, and 
Tobruk wasn’t even theirs yet.

a south african rifleman holds his position as trucks smolder in the background. iMperial war MUseUM
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Chapter 4

LigHT AT THE EnD Of THE TUnnEL

During a November 24 meeting with 
Crüwell, Rommel received an optimistic 
report regarding Sidi Rezegh. 

 Crüwell believed that the British 8th 
Army had suffered massive casualties and sought 
permission to deal a blow to the head of the lion. 
Rommel agreed. After all, time was running out. 
His intelligence officers had told him that British 
losses had amounted to 814 tanks and armored 
cars, 127 aircraft and over 9,000 men captured. 
But Rommel had suffered 3,000 casualties of his 
own and what was worse, his armored force was 
down to forty operational German tanks and thirty 

in the Ariete division.1  Later that same day, the 
remaining tanks of the Afrika Korps and the Ariete 
division gathered for a final thrust but instead of 
making a last, concentrated run against the British 
south of Sidi Rezegh, they split into two mobile 
forces, and bolted in the opposite direction in a 
mad dash for the Egyptian frontier. 
The objective was to slice the British offensive 
off at its legs and take the pressure off the frontier 
garrisons which were being harried by XIII Corps. 
It was a bold move designed to trigger victory. 
Except this time, fortune did not favor the brave. 
1 another source claims he had 106 operational 
tanks.

brigadier a.c. willison of the 32nd army tank brigade in tobruk instructs tank commanders on operations, using a sand 
table. the tobruk garrison intended to break out of their perimeter and end the siege when the units of Crusader closed the 
distance. british arMy bo733 [bM 7421]
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 The mobile 
formations hurtled past 
the British frontline, but 
instead of withdrawing 
to protect their flanks as 
Rommel had hoped, the 
British allowed the leading 
units to pass through their 
lines before reforming 
to smash his following 
columns of supply vehicles. 
Then, before Rommel 
knew what had happened, 
the British armored 
brigades, which Crüwell 
had believed destroyed, 
swung into action. 
For days, British workshops 
and armor recovery teams 
had been toiling to repair 
the legions of smashed 
tanks recovered from the 
battlefield. Now, they were 
ready. Gatehouse’s 4th 
Brigade had 77 operational 
Stuarts while the 22nd 
Brigade was re-equipped 
with 44 
Crusaders. Rommel, 
meanwhile, had reached 
the barbed-wire line 
stretching for 400 miles, 
marking the Egypt-Libyan 
border. Now he found 
that it had been a futile 
dash and even worse, he 
had been cut-off from 
his headquarters for four 
crucial days as a result of 
his own actions.
 Claude Auchinleck replaced Cunningham 
with Lt-General Neil Ritchie as commander 
of the 8th Army. Ritchie, at 44 years of age, was 
Britain’s youngest general and great things were 
expected of him. Cunningham, meantime, 
went straight into a Cairo hospital for mental 
exhaustion. Ritchie, under Auchinleck’s 

tutelage, decided on his first act as commander. 
He ordered the kiwis of the veteran 2nd New 
Zealand Division to push on to the coast — to 
take Belhamed, El Duda, Sidi Rezegh and relieve 
Tobruk. It was the decision Cunningham should 
have made except that he hadn’t.
 In Tobruk, meantime, General Leslie 
Morsehead and his 9th Australian Division had 
been evacuated by sea that autumn, their place 
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taken by the British 70th Infantry Division under 
Major-General Ronald Scobie. This new garrison 
was not prepared to sit idly by and watch the New 
Zealanders hog all the glory. 
 Scobie ordered his men to break-out, and 
thousands of defenders crammed into Bren-gun 
carriers, trucks and jeeps, and fought their way 
south-eastwards through axis lines, accompanied 
by Matilda and Valentine tanks of the 32nd Army 
Tank Brigade. 
 Many of the defenders moved forward on 
foot, intent on winkling out the Italians of the 
Trieste Infantry Division from their positions on 
the El Duda ridge, 8 km (5 miles) northwest of 
Sidi Rezegh. By mid-day on November 26, the 
slopes were clear. 
By the evening of the 26th, the Kiwis had linked 
up with the Tobruk garrison outside El Duda, 
but Rommel refused to give in, and gathering 
pockets of his troops, mounted a determined 

counterattack against the 4th and 6th New 
Zealand Brigades. The battle raged for three more 
days and by December 1 both sides had suffered 
horrific casualties. The Kiwis were so battered that 
they had to withdraw from combat. The Germans 
were in no better shape, and some units had 
suffered 70 percent casualties. In all, Axis forces 
had lost more than 4,000 men and 170 armored 
vehicles.
 A stalemate threatened to descent, but the 
Eighth Army battled tenaciously for every inch of 
ground between Sidi Rezegh and Tobruk, while 
the RAF’s bomb carrying Blenheims, Bostons, and 
single-engined fighters concentrated on Rommel’s 
armor, destroying scores of them even before the 
army reached the battlefield. Left with only thirty 
serviceable tanks, Rommel began to pull out his 
units through eastern Cyrenaica. A bedraggled 
mass of Italian and German troops streamed 
westward, heading towards Benghazi, El Aghelia 

a british 
crusader 
tank 
passes a 
burning 
panzer iv. 
iMperial 
war MUseUM 
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and the great, gleaming Marble Archway at the 
gateway to Tripolitania, erected in a grandiose 
gesture by Mussolini in 1937 who thought that the 
country would always belong to him. Harried by 
artillery and the RAF, many never made it. 

 The losses were doubly 
hard to bear as the German 

Luftwaffe had been in no 
position to intervene. 
Allied aircraft on 
the Mediterranean 
island of Malta 
had destroyed 
many of their fuel-
carrying ships and the 

Luftwaffe had been 
able to only average a 

measly 100 sorties per day 
during Crusader. 

 The Eighth Army entered Tobruk in 
triumph on December 10, more than 242 days 
after the siege had begun, just as Rommel’s 
retreating troops reached El Aghelia from where 
they had started out a year ago. British troops 

tired but pleased new Zealand troops of the 2nd division walk past Matilda tanks of tobruk’s 4th royal tank regiment 
(another 4th rtr machine is pictured below) on 2 december 1941. the new Zealanders had fought along the coast road 
to relieve tobruk and end the eight-month siege. iMperial war MUseUM e6918
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entering the Cyrenaican port of Benghazi were 
stunned at the scenes of devastation caused by 
RAF Wellingtons. Sunken ships littered the bay 
and the port installations had been wiped out, 
denying Rommel much-needed supplies.
 Crusader had achieved its objectives 
and more. It had not only relieved Tobruk and 
had driven Rommel from Cyrenaica but it also 
heralded the conclusion of the third and last of 
the “Benghazi Handicaps.” From now on, the 
phases of battles would be governed by static and 
fortified lines. 
 It now became the turn of the allies to be 
strung out and made totally reliant on tenuous 
lines of communications. Their primary supply 
bases were now almost 1,000 km (640 miles) away 
in Egypt. Of equal concern to Auchinleck was the 
Japanese entry into the war which portended the 
removal of troops and resources for new fronts 
in the Far East. The Western Desert Air Force 
lost three of its Hurricane Mk II squadrons and 
another of Blenheims when they were diverted to 
India and Ceylon in the anticipation of a Japanese 
invasion. 
 At the same time, these turn of events 
filled Rommel with fresh hope. His spirits were 
lifted by the arrival of a large Italian naval convoy 
bearing reinforcements on January 5, 1942 — 54 
tanks, 20 armored cars, anti-aircraft weaponry 
and artillery. Their arrival was “as good a victory 
in battle,” he told his wife. Inevitably, the itch for 
battle returned. He began regrouping his forces in 
readiness for a counteroffensive against the British, 
with Tobruk becoming, for once, his primary 
objective. 
 A Special Order of the Day was issued to 
his troops on 21 January: “You have fought hard 
battles against an enemy [of] superior numbers, 
however, your morale is unbroken. At the 
moment, we outnumber the enemy immediately 
in front of us. The Panzergruppe will therefore 
launch an attack to defeat them. I expect every 
soldier to give his best during these decisive days.” 
The die was cast.

Maj-general ronald scobie, the co of the 70th division 
confers with Maj-gen. Morsehead of the 9th australian 
division shortly before the australians left tobruk in 
september 1941. the 70th division moved on to indian in 
1942, where it became the basis for the expanded chindit 
“special Force” in 1944. 
victoria University

a sergeant of the british 8th army leads a soldier of the 
Afrika Korps to captivity.
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rommel had his own elite formations, especially the german divisions at heart of the Afrika Korps, but even they were 
unable to secure him victory during Crusader. (From left), the 15th panzer division, the 21st panzer division, the 90th 
light division. in addition, despite the general poor performance of italian forces in north africa, several italian divisions 
performed admirably in the campaign, including the 102nd trento Motorized division (third from right), the 17th pavia 
infantry division (second from right), the 101st trieste Motorized (right).

new Zealand troops inspecting a knocked-out german panzer iv tank near tobruk on 15 december 1941. 
iMperial war MUseUM e7062
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THE RETURN OF THE FOX

PART 4
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After the crushing defeat inflicted on him by ‘Crusader’, Rommel began 
to rest and regroup his forces for a concerted strike back into Cyrenaica 
in mid-1942. On the other side, the British had built a static defense 

line to drain away Rommel’s offensive when it came. In the end, 
however, they were given a punishing lesson in tactics.
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A lull in the fighting was symbolic of 
the first five months of 1942 in the 
desert. Following Crusader, the two 

armies rebuilt their strength, bolstered by 
new weaponry. 
 The Americans supplied 167 Grants, 
a large, boxy tank with a potent 75mm main 
gun mounted on a sponson in the hull 
with another 37mm cannon in a top turret 
and the Army’s anti-tank regiments were 
supplied with the new six-pounder anti-
tank gun (firing a 57mm shell), although 
there was a shortage of armor-piercing 
ammunition. 
 the Western Desert Air Force 
(WDAF) was reorganized in March when 
211 Group was created to control all RAF 
units on the Libyan front-line, while 202 

Group was put in charge of all units in 
the Nile delta areas. The WDAF’s two 
operational wings, 258 and the 262 Wings 
were re-numbered 243 and 239 wings 
respectively (the new designations meant 
to confuse enemy intelligence), and a new 
233 wing was formed. In addition, two 
tactical-reconnaissance squadrons in 211 
Group, which were previously equipped 
with Lysanders were now completely 
re-equipped with fighters. American 
equipment was introduced on a large scale. 
Martin Maryland light bombers equipped 
two RAF and one SAAF squadrons, and the 
Curtiss P-40 Kittyhawk made its debut as the 
WDAF’s main air superiority fighter. 
 New British aircraft were making 
their appearance as well. “Tankbuster” 

Chapter 1

fACing THE sTORM

the desert air 
Force began to re-
equip with curtiss 
p-40 Kittyhawks 
in the months 
before rommel 
opened his 
offensive . this 
machine, painted 
by the wartime 
artist anthony 
gross, belongs 
to 112 squadron, 
which adopted 
a toothy shark 
mouth as the 
squadron motif.

iMperial war 
MUseUM ld2734
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Hurricane Mk IIDs armed with two 40 mm anti-
tank cannons arrived in April and equipped No 
6 (RAF) and No 7 (SAAF) squadrons, whereas 
Britain’s premier fighter, the Supermarine 
Spitfire made its first appearance in the Desert on 
February 11, when 145 Squadron, equipped with 
tropicalized Spitfire Mk Vs, landed at Helwan 
airport in Egypt. It was followed by 92 Squadron a 
day later. 
 Both both sides had been planning an 
offensive since the end of Crusader intended 
to topple the other. Auchinleck was under 

heavy pressure from 
London to capture 
the entirety of Libya 
and its airfields, so 
that the island of 
Malta, which was also 
siege by German and 
Italian units based in 
Sicily, could be better 
supported. But in 
conference with his 
staff and his deputies, 
Auchinleck discovered 
that any future British 
offensive in the desert 
brought with it inherent 
risks because the 
8th Army had lost a 
majority of its veteran 
units to other theaters. 
The Australian 6th 

and 7th Divisions were being returned home 
after a near hysterical clamor from the Australian 
government which feared a Japanese invasion 
of the antipodes. The 70th Infantry Division 
was being moved to India and the 7th Armored 
Brigade had already gone to Burma where it had 
been destroyed by the Japanese. 
 Rommel’s order of battle, however, was 
much more stable. Although the Afrika Korps 
had lost around 60,000 men during Crusader 
and almost all its tanks, Rommel was confident 

Available British Tanks Available
Panzer Mark II 50 Stuarts 149
Panzer Mark III 223 Grants 167
Panzer Mark III Special 19 Crusader 257
Panzer IV 40 Valentine 167
Italian M13/40, M14/41 332 Matilda 110
Total 560 Total 849

Reserves
Panzer Mark II 10 Stuart 70
Panzer Mark III 38 Grants 75
Panzer Mark III Special 19

Pz Mark IV 1

Pz Mark IV Special 9

Total 77 175

Grand Total 637 994

Tank Strengths, February 1942

the american M3 lee (the british preferred to call them “grant,” after the 
Union general and later president Ulysses s. grant), was a potent addition 
to the 8th army.  powerfully armed with a 75mm main 
gun (although its traverse was limited because it was 
placed in the hull), the grant outgunned every tank in 
the afrika Korps. this particular machine, from the 1st 
rtr was captured by the germans at tobruk in august. 
copyright Jean restayn                         

Main guns    75mm M2 in hull & 37mm M5 in turret

hull armor   51-25 mm

other guns  2 x .30-cal M119a4 Mgs

crew            6-7

top speed    21 mph
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above Following poor leadership 
from alan cunningham, the 8th 
army’s fighting integrity further 
marred by neil ritchie, a promising 
young general who turned out to be 
a dud. iMperial war MUseUM b8222

leFt the 8th army’s top brass confer 
in the field. From left: Unknown staff 
officer, lt-general charles willoughby 
norrie of XXX corps, lt-general ritchie 
(with pipe), lt-general william “strafer” 
gott of Xiii corps and an unidentified 
liaison officer. iMperial war MUseUM b8222

of reclaiming Cyrenaica. For one, supplies and 
reinforcements were starting to come in greater 
numbers at precisely the moment when the 
8th Army was losing many of its best men and 
equipment. 
 He had managed to amass 560 tanks out 
of which 233 were Panzer Mark IIIs with a short, 
50mm gun and 19 were a newer version of the 
Mark IIIs with a 50mm high-velocity cannon and 
better armor protection. Even his air support was 
on par with the British after Field Marshal Albert 
Kesselring, the commander-in-chief of “South,” 
deployed 580 German aircraft in Cyrenaican 
airfields for the offensive, by now codenamed 
Operation Theseus. They were augmented by 
another 400 Regia Aeronautica aircraft in the 
theater. Orders from Berlin were simple: Rommel 
was to capture Tobruk, and push the British back 
to the Egyptian frontier; after which a major 
attack would be launched on Malta, resulting 
in its capture and hence gaining control of the 
Mediterranean Sea. 

 Although Auchinleck had originally hoped 
that the 8th Army would go on the offensive in the 
spring of 1942, allied intelligence suggested that 
Rommel would be off the mark first. Therefore, 
the British decided to set up a heavily fortified 
defense line and wait for Rommel to arrive. 
 Known as the “Gazala Line” this defensive 
position ran from the coastal settlement of Gazala 
in the north to a scrub of desert 64 km (40 miles) 
south known as Bir Hacheim. The line consisted 
of extensive minefields and barbed wire, and 
relied on some half-dozen strongholds or “Boxes,” 
each about 3 km (2 miles) wide in all directions. 
Each of these boxes was stockpiled with seven 
days’ worth of military supplies and was held by 
a strong allied formation, usually of brigade or 
divisional strength. The most important of these 
being the Bir Hacheim fortress — defended by 
men the 1st Free French Brigade. Tobruk was 
held by the 2nd South African Division, and 
there were two British armored divisions based 
south of it. 
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 The allies boasted of incredible 
firepower. Lt-General Neil Ritchie’s armor 
outnumbered Rommel’s tank force by a 
factor of one and a half, even if the bulk of 
his armor was in the form of weakly armed 
Matildas, Valentines, Crusaders and Stuarts, 
although the American Grants were more 
than a match for the Panzers. Furthermore, 
Ritchie chose to disregard Auchinleck’s 
suggestion to concentrate his armor south 
of Tobruk, and instead dispersed his units 
across the line. 
 Already Auchinleck was starting 
to have grave doubts about Ritchie, who 
was losing the confidence of his corps 
commanders angered by his lack of 
decisiveness. Auchinleck wondered if he 
should sack Ritchie and he was certainly 
encouraged by London to do so. In the end, 
decided to give Ritchie another chance.

 
 Rommel began his counter-offensive 
on January 21, and retook El Aghelia 
from the hands of the newly arrived and 
inexperienced 1st British Armored Division 
around Msus, capturing some 100 tanks 
and nine guns in the process. The British 
had had no advanced warning as the RAF’s 

photo-reconnaissance aircraft had been 
grounded at Antelat (south of Benghazi) 
when the airfield’s sand runway had been 
washed away after several days of heavy 
rains. In fact, it was only by quickly repaving 
an air-track that the aircraft based there 
were able to escape the German panzers 
minutes before they trundled onto the 
runway.
 Soon, the Germans were at 
Benghazi and pushing on, with nothing to 
stop them. Overhead, scores of opposing 
fighters clashed in brutal dogfights. The 
WDAF’s P-40 Kittyhawks, which equipped 
eight fighter squadrons, received their 
baptism of fire in RAF colors, scoring their 
first aerial kill on 25 January when a flight 
of nine Kittyhawks from 112 (Sharks) 
Squadron, led by Flight Lt. Derek “Gerald” 
Westenra blundered into five Me109’s west 
of Msus.
 Flight Sgt. R.M. Leu blazed away at 
a Messerschmitt as it roared at him head-on, 
shattering the German fighter which veered 
out of formation with pieces flying off and 
on fire. Shocked, the remaining Germans 
bolted, leaving the squadron to resume its 
mission — covering a formation of bombers 
which were themselves covering a British 

rommel 
reconnoiters 
the frontline 
in a sdkfz 
250/3 
half-track. 
bUndesarchiv 
101i-443-
1589-09
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a british pilot taxies a p-40 Kittyhawk fighter of 112 (sharknose) squadron in a sandstorm, on april 2, 1942. a mechanic 
on the wing serves as a guide. associated press

ground unit streaming eastwards for the protection 
of the Gazala Line.
 Over the next few weeks, 112 succeeded 
in scoring several victories, but its greatest 
accomplishment was made on 14 February when 
ten Kittyhawks led by Pilot Officer John Bartle 
with eight aircraft from 3 (RAAF) Squadron were 
scrambled to meet an approaching enemy raid 
over Tobruk.
 Flying north over the city, the allied flight 
turned west of the perimeter defenses and headed 
for Acroma. The Australians were slightly ahead 
of 112 Squadron at 8,000 ft – an ideal operating 
altitude for the Kittyhawk when they found a loose 
gaggle of Italian Macchi MC200’s and MC202’s 
flying at 2,000 feet directly above Acroma.
 Bartle broke radio silence and warned 
the Australians of the Italian fighters, but the 
Australians were already peeling off to the attack 
the fighters and another formation of bombers 
in the distance. Bartle radioed his flight to 
concentrate on the fighters. 
 Abruptly, the Macchis were seen climbing 
hard to meet the Kittyhawks but their courage 
apparently failed them for they broke away and 
formed a half-hearted “Lufberry” defensive circle. 
The Kittyhawks pounced, and in the fleeting 
pass which followed, every pilot seemed to score 

a hit. Bartley raced through the circle and found 
several Italian BR63 bombers below him. He 
pressed the gun trigger, prompting the Kittyhawk 
six .50-caliber machineguns to bark into life. 
As the Kittyhawk juddered with the recoil of its 
guns, a cone of gunfire ripped through one of the 
bombers, but by the time Bartley could pull out of 
the dive and swing back around for another pass, 
the bombers had disappeared. 
 The dogfight continued to raging in 
another part of the sky. Flight Sgt. Cordwell, 
in his first action, tore off the wing of German 
Me109F with his firing, sending it spinning into 
the desert below, while Flight Sergeant Evans, 
pumped rounds into an Italian MC200 as it was 
turning, sending into a steep dive – although 
it was not known whether the aircraft actually 
crashed. 
 Flight Sgt. Drew, also in his first 
engagement, shot down two MC200’s, one of 
which was confirmed to hit the ground, while 
Pilot Officer Neville Duke (eventually to become 
the highest-scoring RAF pilot in North Africa) 
shot down two Macchi fighters. Four other pilots 
(Flight Sgt’s Leu, Simonsen, Christie and Pilot 
Officer Eric “Dicky” Dickenson) also claimed 
confirmed kills while Bartley managed to knock 
down an MC200, which in turn collided with and 
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damaged a Messerschmitt, which he chased all the way to 
Tmimi.
 The Australians, meantime, had been distracted 
from the bombers by a flight of six Messerschmitts lurking 
nearby. A colossal scrap ensued. The Australians destroyed 
four Germans in minutes, and damaged another. The 
surviving Axis aircraft fled. Of the enemy’s original 
estimated strength of 32 airplanes, the Kittyhawks were 
credited with 20 destroyed, two probably destroyed and 
ten damaged (11½ of the victories were credited to 112 
Squadron, as were two probables and three damaged). 
None of the Kittyhawks had been lost, in what had been a 
textbook interception.
 By the end of May, the last of the British had 
withdrawn from eastern Cyrenaica. Meantime, the bulk 
of the Afrika Korps finally reached Tmimi in the second 
week of May, and it was from here that Rommel planned 
to launch Operation Theseus.

pilots of 112 squadron 
cluster around one of their 
fighters at landing ground 
(lg) 122 in egypt. 

From left to right: 
sergeant r.F. leu, pilot 
officer neville duke, Flying 
officer J.F. soden (sitting 
on wing), Flying officer p.h. 
humphreys, squadron leader 
F.v. Morello (white overalls), 
Flight lieutenant c.F. ambrose 
(with white scarf), Flying 
officer eric dickenson (hands 
in pocket, Kia 28 May 1942), 
sergeant h.g. burney (wearing 
overalls, Kia 30 May 1942), 
Flying officer d.F. westenra 
(far right, standing), Flying 
officer J.J.p. sabourin (kneeling 
and wearing sheepskin jacket, 
Kia 6 october 1942), Flying 
officer n. bowker (with pipe), 
Flying officer J.p. bartle and 
sergeant K.F. carson.

iMperial war MUseUM cM1820
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Chapter 2

ROMMEL sHOWs His sKiLL

The operation called for diversionary 
frontal infantry attacks by the Italians 
in the north and center sections of 

the Gazala Line to keep the British busy, 
while the Panzer divisions and motorized 
units swung in south past Bir Hacheim. 
 At 3.30 AM, under the light of a 
brilliant moon, Crüwell with the German 
15th Rifle Brigade (which had over 80 tanks 
and light infantry), led the Italian X and 
XXI Corps, supported by dive-bombers from 
Stukageschwader 3 (Stuka Wing 3), into 
a sandstorm to attack the northern part of 
line. Meantime in the south, column after 
column of tanks, trucks, jeeps, motorcycle 
combinations and armored cars (10,000 
vehicles in all) — the organic heart of 
Rommel’s 15th and 21st Panzer and 90th 

Light Divisions, plus the Italian Ariete and 
Trieste infantry divisions, rumbled into the 
desert to swing around the Free French at 
Bir Hacheim, a move which Rommel called 
Operation Venezia. 
 The vehicles generated such a 
towering cloud of dust in the night sky that 
a British patrol was stupefied by the sight. Its 
officer desperately rang up 8th Army HQ. 
“Looks like a brigade of Jerry tanks coming,” 
he said, but then paused to take another 
look. “It’s more than a brigade,” he yelled 
into the microphone. “It’s the whole bloody 
Afrika Korps!”
 Despite this warning, Ritchie’s 
headquarters proved lethargic. Nothing 
much happened. Units stayed put and by 
dawn, Rommel’s great arch of four divisions 

italian soldiers, killed by british artillery fire, lie beside their smashed ammunition column southwest of gazala. ap
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advancing on a phalanx had swung around Bir 
Hacheim to come up along the inside of the 
Gazala Line, surprising several Allied units sitting 
down for breakfast.
 The Trieste Division, which was entrusted 
to take Bir Hacheim became lost and veered off 
course, but Rommel pressed on, destroying two 
boxes held by the 3rd Indian Motorized Brigade.
 In the air, the axis forces swept over the 
battlefield in relative superiority. In the aerial 
armada were around a hundred Messerschmitt 
109Fs, one of the best fighters in the theater and 
more than a match for the Spitfire in the right 
hands. They began free-hunting missions over 
the front lines, engaging and attacking enemy 

rommel sketched this plan, explaining operation Venezia 
and the flanking of bir hacheim, to his commanders.
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aircraft, while the Italians concentrated on 
tactical support and on allied airfields, plastering 
the runways at low-level with cluster bombs. 
The Desert Air Force seemed formidable on 
paper with almost 302 combat airplanes. But 
a third was unserviceable, and the bulk of its 
fighter force – the Hurricanes and Kittyhawks, 
although outnumbering the German fighters 
by three to one, could not to compete with the 
Messerschmitts on an equal scale. 
 Tedder had thrown in nearly all of his 
squadrons in an attempt to achieve total air 
supremacy. Boston, Baltimore and Wellingtons 
made constant attacks on axis airfields, troop 
concentrations and panzer formations. Hurricane 
Mk IID “Tankbusters” from 6 Squadron 

(nicknamed the “Tin Openers”) roved over the 
battlefield, proving the type’s viability as well 
as the appropriateness of the squadron’s new 
nickname by destroying scores of enemy vehicles.
 Meantime, the battle on the ground had 
become confused. The British 4th Armored 
Brigade, having given up its Stuarts for Grants, 
had moved south to cover the withdrawal of the 
Indians and ended up clashing head-on with the 
advancing panzers. The battle developed quickly 
into a prolonged mêlée with the brigade’s new 75 
mm gun-armed Grants coming as a nasty shock to 
the Germans. Rommel, who lost 100 panzers to 
the Grants on that first day, lamented in his diary 
that the American tank had “torn great holes in 
our ranks.”
 Meantime, the 15th Panzer Division was 
forced onto the defensive by the 2nd Armored 
Brigade near Bir Harmat, as was the 90th Light 
Division near El Adem. Rommel’s forces were 
now dangerously dispersed and his supply lines 
were under threat from the scattered British 
armored units in the south. On May 28, the 
“Desert Fox” realized that the momentum of the 
operation had been lost — at least for the time 
being, and he therefore attempted to regroup 
and secure his supplies in order to replenish the 
Panzers, which were now dangerously short of 
fuel and ammunition. Consequently, he decided 
to move his forces to the east, to what he believed 
was a quiet area of the front nicknamed the 
Hexenkessel (Cauldron). 
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 He was confident that the 
“Cauldron” would provide the anvil upon 
which he could hammer the British. To his 
shock, reconnaissance units reported the 
presence of a British brigade (the 150th) 
which had set up a crescent shaped “box” 
25 km (15 miles) long and 5 km (3 miles) 
wide, right in the middle of the cauldron. 
“We never even knew that [the box] was 
there,” said one of Rommel’s staff officer, 
Maj-General Fritz Bayerlein, the Chief-of-
Staff of the Afrika Korps. “By the evening 
of the third day, we were surrounded and 
almost out of petrol.” 
 Surrounded by the British on three 
sides, with the 150th Brigade Box and a 
minefield barring the way west, Rommel 
was in trouble. His solved his immediate 
supply problems by having truck convoys 
driven in from the south, but the problem 
of how to tackle the 150th Brigade was a 
thornier proposition. 

 Making full use of antitank 
weapons like the numerous batteries of 
50 mm and 88 mm anti-tank guns to hold 
the British outside the cauldron at bay, he 
turned the full fury of his panzers on the 
150th Brigade. 
 As the Germans threw themselves 
on the Brigade Box, a golden opportunity 
presented itself to Ritchie. He had three 
armored brigades positioned perfectly to 
drive Rommel against the 150th Brigade 
and the minefield. But Ritchie dithered 
and the great moment for victory was lost.
 Left in the lurch, the 150th 
Brigade fought off six assaults, but their 
losses were heavy and ammunition nearly 
expended. Then on June 1, German 
tanks advanced behind a determined 
Stuka bombardment and the valiant 
brigade was overrun with over 3,000 
troops captured, together with 101 tanks 
and 124 guns.

a british tank crew watches a group of german prisoners carry another wounded german deeper into british lines.
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grants in the midst of action. peter Mcintyre, national coMMission For war art, ncwa 23

Rommel next turned his attention to Bir 
Hacheim and the Free French. On June 
3 the Trieste and the 90th Light Divisions 

began their assault, but the fort was defended by 
3,600 determined troops of Brig-General Pierre 
Koenig’s 1st Free French Brigade who were 
prepared to fight to the death. 
 The initial attacks against the stronghold 
resulted in heavy causalities for the Germans, but 
the assault continued with Axis sappers clearing 
the area around the fort of minefields under 
the cover of smoke and artillery. The Luftwaffe 
directed 100 dive-bombers and other bomb-
carrying aircraft against the fort, flying around 
350 missions per day, and totaling 1,300 sorties 
that week but suffered heavy losses — allied ack-

ack guns and aircraft had taken a heavy toll on the 
raiders. Kesselring complained bitterly to Rommel 
that his planes were being overused, with losses 
being unacceptably high. 
 The RAF’s fighter-bombers were 
particularly active over Bir Hacheim. The 
activities of May 27 offer an indication of the 
intensity of the air attacks. At 10.45 AM, five 
Kittyhawks from 112 Squadron, led by Eric 
“Dicky” Dickenson (now a Flight Lt.), launched 
a pinpoint strike against enemy vehicles south 
of Bir Hacheim. As they reached the target area, 
Dickenson ordered his flight to attack; and the 
British destroyed two trucks and left another 
twelve damaged. Throughout that day, 112 
Squadron carried out thirty such sorties, dropping 

Chapter 3

iMMinEnT DEfEAT
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twenty-two 250 lb bombs and was credited with 
the destruction of nine vehicles, with another 47 
left damaged. Accurate and small strikes such 
as these began crippling the enemy’s transport 
fleet, and as a result, impaired Rommel’s mobile 
capabilities. But the sorties were not without 
incident; Dickenson was reported as missing in 
action. He turned up unexpectedly on May 28.
 As time wore on, it was discovered that 
the fighter-bombers were capable of knocking 
out targets in the face of intense ack-ack fire 
which would have been suicidal for larger, light 
bombers. The WDAF’s 3 RAAF, 112 and 274 
Squadrons averaged 350 sorties per day between 
them, from May 27 to 31. May 28 was spent in 
continuous bombing missions, flown in relays 
by the pilots. By the end of the day, Dickenson 
was again posted as missing. This time, he never 
returned. Twenty-three 250 lb bombs had been 
dropped in 39 sorties, and 112 was credited with 
destruction of 18 vehicles with 22 damaged. For 
such figures to be produced, it calculates that 
every pilot in the squadron, which at the time 

did not exceed twelve aircraft (not considering 
combat losses) must have flown no less two or 
three low-level attack sorties per day. 
 Ritchie meantime, had finally decided 
to “crush the enemy in the cauldron.” He called 
the operation Aberdeen and between the 4th 
and 5th of June, the 22nd Armored Brigade 
(in conjunction with the 9th and 10th Indian 
Brigades) attempted to hit the Afrika Korps as it 
regrouped. But Aberdeen suffered from poor 
planning and coordination, as did a diversionary 
raid by the 32nd Army Tank Brigade and Rommel 
parried both thrusts with ease. The two armored 
brigades ended up losing 118 tanks and in the 
confusion, one of the Indian infantry brigades was 
left stranded within the box. It was overrun on the 
following day. 
 “The next attack came in very quickly,” 
said a British gunner. “And soon German tanks 
had overrun the infantry battalion in the rear and 
were nosing about the burning vehicles… Events 
moved quickly and amazing things happened as 
the fighting raged at close quarters. A sergeant of 

german rear-echelon troops inspect a destroyed grant tank.
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the reconnaissance regiment with what was left 
of his section leaped on a German tank, trying to 
ram hand grenades through the turret. They were 
killed to a man.”

 By now, the French at Bir Hacheim were 
now completely cut-off with no hope of relief 
or reinforcements. The RAF, in an attempt to 
stem the tide, sent in light and medium bombers 
in box formations of 18 aircraft each, carpet-
bombing enemy troop concentrations and armor. 
Supporting them were the Kittyhawks of 233 
Wing, whose South African pilots fought off 
superior numbers of aircraft, and it is a testament 
to their efforts that not one allied bomber was lost 
to enemy fighters during the Bir Hacheim siege, 
although two were lost to flak. But still the enemy 
would not falter, and Koenig’s men hung on 
grimly in the trenches, facing machine-guns and 
artillery fire for 24 hours at a stretch. 
 Three times, Rommel called on Koenig 
to surrender and three times Koenig scornfully 
rejected his offers. Bordering on frustration, 
Rommel ordered on major aerial and artillery 
strike on June 10, at the same time sending 
forward his assault troops to breach the defenses. 
This time the attack paid off, the assault troops 
succeeded in penetrating the northern defenses 
and fought furiously with the French who 
tenaciously hung on. Sensing victory, Rommel 
sent in the 15th Panzer division to “finish off” the 
French on the following day. 
 But luck was with the French; the German 
ring around the fortress was incomplete, and 
under the cover of darkness on the night of June 
10, Koenig and 2,700 of his men slipped through 
the rift and disappeared into the desert – where 
they were picked by a convoy of waiting British 
trucks. When Rommel’s forces finally entered 
Bir Hacheim on June 11, they found a rear-guard 
of about 300 French soldiers– many of them 
wounded; 600 of their French comrades had 
perished. 
 At the same time, the British outside 
the cauldron had been faring badly. Rommel’s 
artillery and anti-tank guns had engaged the 

British in a deadly battle of attrition. In a careful 
series of battles between June 10 and 13, he lured 
in the tanks of XXX Corps into his anti-tanks 
screen and after the British had taken losses, sent 
in his panzers to finish the job. Infantry caught in 
the way were crushed under the combined weight 
of the panzers and aircraft from Fliegekorps Afrika.
 Finally, on the afternoon of June 11, 
Rommel unleashed his armor for a dash towards 
Tobruk. They broke out of the cauldron and 
thundered 16 km (10 miles) east towards 
Knightsbridge, where there was another “box.” 
The garrison, the 201st (Knights) Guards Brigade, 
put up a spirited defense, but they too were forced 
to retreat. By dusk, Rommel’s forces had made a 
thrust near the important town of El Adem.
 The “Desert Rats” had their headquarters 
and their 4th and 22nd Armored Brigades 
together with the 2nd Armored Brigade at El 
Adem. One after the other, the division’s armored 
brigades attacked piecemeal and were thrown 
aside in ruins. No one had learned a thing since 
Crusader. The desert began to fill with the 
wrecks of Crusader tanks. It was later estimated 

a Matilda tank passes through the “Knightsbridge” 
junction. iMperial war MUseUM e 12690
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that the three armored brigades had lost 185 
cruiser and 20 infantry tanks between 11 and 
12 June. Despite these losses, the British still 
managed to hold on to El Adem town and vital 
airfield nearby.      
 Rommel attacked Acroma on the folowing 
day and the British armor was again defeated 
as it held the line of communication open for 
the retreating forces. At the start of this mini 
offensive, Ritchie had 330 tanks. By the eve of 
June 13, he was reduced to about fifty cruiser and 
twenty Infantry tanks. The extent of his failure 
was staggering. In four days, his command had 
suffered 6,000 casualties and the loss of 150 tanks.
 Ritchie was forlorn. In contrast, Rommel 
was jubilant. “The enemy is breaking up,” he 
wrote his wife. And indeed he was. But the big 
question on everyone’s mind was what about 
Tobruk?  A day later, on June 14, Churchill sent 
an urgent message to Auchinleck in which he 
assumed that whatever happened, Tobruk would 
not be given up. Auchinleck agreed that Tobruk 
could be held temporarily in isolation and not 
realizing the true state of the 8th Army, ordered 
Ritchie to hold a line west of Tobruk, although 
Ritchie’s original intention had been to withdraw 
to the Egyptian frontier and allow Tobruk to 
be besieged again. Auchinleck recommended 
holding a line stretching from Acroma in the 
north to El Adem and to Bir El Gubi in the 
south with two infantry divisions —  the 1st 

South African and 50th British Divisions — 
unaware that Richie, faced with the prospect of an 
imminent defeat, had already ordered these two 
divisions to fall back to Egypt. 
 Withdrawals were taking place all along 
the front as units flew into headlong retreat 
along the via Balbia Road and so began what was 
derisively described as the  “Gazala Gallop.” It was 
now the turn of the British bedraggled masses to 
stream for home, machine-gunned and strafed all 
the way. “As the battalion vehicles try to regain 
their place,” wrote a South African soldier, “a 
panicked few are breaking up the disciplined 
many… The road is relentlessly machine-gunned 
and bombed. Trucks are ablaze, men run, 
ambulances howl towards the hospital on Tobruk; 
dead men lie in blood and oil and broken glass.”
 Other units stayed on for a last slog with 
the Afrika Korps. On 17 June, Maj-General 
Frank Messervy of the 7th Armored Division, 
sent his 4th Armored Brigade into action between 
El Adem and Sidi Rezegh, but the brigade lost 
another thirty of its tanks, before being forced to 
withdraw to Egypt. On the next day, the Afrika 
Korps advanced to Gambut, forcing Air Vice 
Marshal Arthur “Mary” Coningham, chief of the 
WDAF, to withdraw the last of his fighters to Sidi 
Barrani in Egypt, thus limiting the air support 
which could be given to the Tobruk garrison. The 
stage was all set for Rommel to once again besiege 
Tobruk. 

a defensive sector in bir hacheim lies 
ruins after the stronghold was crushed.
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Chapter 4

COLLAPsE

Confusion had reigned within the city in 
the first half of 1942. In February 1942, 
Auchinleck had decided that Tobruk was 

to be abandoned and its harbor and installations 
destroyed in the eventuality that strong enemy 
forces arrived to besiege it. As a result, the 
port’s double ring of defenses had been badly 
neglected. Many of its mines were taken up and 
used at Gazala, and tanks and other vehicles 
had driven over the barbed wire surrounding 
the defenses, causing large gaps to appear. The 
town’s southeastern defenses, which were held by 
the 2nd Cameron Highlanders, were particularly 
dilapidated. But Ritchie, under pressure from 
Auchinleck, had finally decided to hold a 

defensive line running from Tobruk’s western 
perimeter to the fortified airfield at El Adem.
 By the beginning of June, Tobruk was 
held by 36,000 men of the 2nd South African 
Division commanded by Maj-General Henry 
Klopper, who had little experience but at the age 
of only 39 was looked on as having a great future. 
On June 15, as Axis forces closed in, Churchill, 
who had no idea if Tobruk was to be defended or 
abandoned, wrote to Auchinleck: “Presume there 
is no question in any case of giving up Tobruk?” 
To which Auchinleck replied “Ritchie, is putting 
into Tobruk what he considers an adequate force 
to hold it.” That force was the 2nd South African 
Division.

tobruk under assault. peter Mcintyre, national coMMission For war art, ncwa 64
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 It was a mistake. Klopper – who had 
been a Major General for only a month before 
this debacle had materialized, was way out of 
his depth and panicked. Looking to Ritchie for 
advice, he was told to strengthen his southwestern 
defenses because intelligence indicated the main 
blow would fall there. Following Ritchie’s advice, 
Klopper moved the 6th South African Brigade 
to the southwest and transferred mines from the 
already weakened southeast sector. Everything 
was set for Rommel to make his attack –from the 
southeast— the very same location which had 
succumbed to the Australian assault when the 
city had been held by the Italians back in January 
1941.
 On June 17, Axis troops captured the 
outlying forts of Belhamed and El Duda, and 
finally overran the airfield at El Adem. The 
Luftwaffe now controlled the skies over Tobruk 
and the Gazala area, and its seasoned fighter 
pilots were clearing the skies of allied aircraft. 
One such pilot was the 22-year old Hauptmann 
Hans-Joachim Marseille. Marseille had originally 
been active over England during the Battle of 
Britain, and had claimed seven kills, but he was 
shot down four times himself. Destined for an 
inconspicuous future, his life changed when 
he was posted to the North Africa where his 
uncanny three-dimensional vision came into 
view. He was quickly acknowledged for being a 
brilliant and reckless flier, and won the hearts of 
cinema audiences back in Germany whenever his 
handsome good looks appeared in news reels. All 
his aircraft adorned a yellow number ‘14’ on them 
– becoming his trademark. 
 Flying from the newly captured airfields at 
Gazala, Marseille and his unit – Jagdgeschwader 
27 mounted constant patrols over Tobruk, 
and scored heavily against any British aircraft 
foolhardy to cross the frontier. In one action, six 
Tomahawks of 5 Squadron, South African Air 
Force (SAAF), four from 4 SAAF squadron and 
two Kittyhawks of 2 SAAF squadron, set off from 
forward landing grounds (LG) in Egypt at 6.40 
PM on June 16 to escort a group of Boston light 
bombers raiding enemy transports west of El 
Adem. 

cameron highlanders

Mahratta light 
infantry

the commander of the south african 2nd division, 
Major general hendrick Klopper. his previous experience 
amounted to training commands. soUth aFrican national 
war MUseUM
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rommel watches on as his troops push on towards tobruk.

 The Kittyhawks were flying top cover 
while 4 Squadron was acting as close cover. 
They were jumped by Me109Fs from JG 27 
over El Adem. Within seconds, a Kittyhawk 
was blown out of the sky, but its pilot managed 
to bail out. Two other fighters were badly 
damaged. One man, Lt. McGregor from 4 
Squadron, was badly wounded in the face by 
cannon splinters but he managed to coax his 
damaged aircraft back to base. Nearby, Major 
Jack Frost, DFC, the skipper of 5 Squadron was 
heard ordering his unit to reform and protect 
the bombers who had finished their bombing 
run. It was the last thing that was ever heard 
from him. The next moment, his Kittyhawk was 
seen spiraling out of the sky on fire.
 Marseille claimed four victories in 
the action – one of these could have been 
Frost, but there were also several other claims 
including four by Feldwebel Steinhausen. 
The WDAF lost ten aircraft on that mission, 
yet its fighters had been unable to bring down 
even a single Messerschmitt. As for Frost, an 
ace with 15 confirmed victories, his body was 
never found and his death was a heavy blow 
to the allies, for he had led his young and 

inexperienced squadron with vigor. 
 After this, the Kittyhawks and 
Tomahawks become bonafide fighter-bombers 
and started carrying 250lb and 500lb bombs 
into action, while the two Spitfire squadrons 
joined by the Spitfires of 601 Squadron in late-
June, assumed responsibility for air superiority. 
 

 On the ground, the Germans were 
approaching Tobruk’s defensive perimeter by 
the afternoon of June 17. In a last bid to halt the 
enemy, Ritchie decided on a counter-attack along 
Rommel’s flanks. The 4th Armored Brigade left 
its fortified positions on the Egyptian frontier 
and headed west. The brigade could field almost 
90 tanks of all types, manned by men and the 
remnants of the once great and now crushed 
armored brigades. With a multitude of regimental 
pennants fluttering in the wind, the British 
attacked. The Germans were taken by surprise, 
but rallied quickly and knocked out 32 tanks. In 
this final gesture of desperation, the 8th Army had 
lost its last surviving armored formation in the 
area. 
 By June 18, the Germans had surrounded 
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Tobruk, and German artillerymen, to their 
amazement, came across ammunition dumps 
and arms depots abandoned by them in their 
December retreat. Two days later, Rommel began 
his attack. At the crack of dawn at 5.30 AM on 
20 June, massed artillery hit the southeastern 
defenses, then over 100 Stukas and Ju88 based 
at the captured airfields at El Adem swept in 
and made highly concentrated strikes in the area 
between the defensive posts R58 and R63 (the 
proposed break-in points), for two-and-half hours. 
Indian soldiers of the 2/5th Mahratta Regiment 
and British troops from the 2nd Cameron 
Highlanders, who were manning the posts were 
completely neutralized, and rendered powerless to 
stop the axis sappers and engineers from blazing a 
path through the anti-tank ditches towards them. 
At 8.30 AM, the first tanks of the 15th Panzer 
Division crossed over the ditches and wiped out 
the center company of the Indians. Undaunted, 
the surviving Mahrattas and the Cameron 
Highlanders refused to budge from their positions, 
and they became some of the last of Tobruk’s 
defenders to surrender.  
 Rommel’s tanks then pushed on to the 
important crossroads at King’s Cross which 
held the intersections of via Balbia (the coastal 

on the via balbia road, headed towards gambut. bUndesarchiv 101i-785-0290-14

a 25-pounder of the royal horse artillery is fired upon the 
germans. iMperial war MUseUM e2887
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the first german vehicle into tobruk was this Mv2 medical car. british troops who were using the barber-shop 
located behind the car just hours before, have left a welcome message for the germans: “sweeny todd, tobruk,” in 
allusion to the villainous barber of victorian-era fiction knowing for slitting the throats of his customers. 
iMperial war MUseUM Mh5856

road in North Africa) and the road to El Adem. 
The South Africans meanwhile wasted further 
time in organizing a defense, and although a 
counterattack was ordered, there was considerable 
debate as to whether it should be made solely by 
tanks alone or by tanks and infantry combined. 
 By the time the decision was made and the 
32nd Army Tank Brigade was ordered into attack 
at 9.30 AM, it was too late – the Germans were 
too firmly entrenched inside the perimeter. In any 
case the Matildas put up a determined attack, but 
were wiped out when heavy 88 mm guns were 
brought in, knocking out fifty tanks in minutes. 
Resistance at King’s Cross collapsed at 1.30 PM, 
and the road to Tobruk lay wide open. 
 While the 21st Panzer advanced on 
Tobruk, the 15th Panzer Division headed west 
along the Pilastrino ridge. By nightfall, the 
situation was critical — half of the Tobruk 
perimeter had been overrun, and Klopper, 
sheltering with his divisional staff in underground 
caves at Fort Pilastrino, was in a state of despair. 
They could not decide whether to stay and fight 

it out or order a breakout. Some of Klopper’s staff 
had become increasingly negative and repeatedly 
called on him to surrender. Seeking guidance, he 
telephoned Ritchie at 6 AM and told him that the 
situation was a “shambles.” But if he was looking 
to Ritchie for guidance, then he had picked the 
wrong man. “Every day and hour of resistance 
materially assists our cause,” was all Ritchie said. 
“I cannot tell the tactical situation and must 
therefore leave you to act on your own judgment 
regarding capitulation.”
 Klopper, now more distressed then ever, 
called his staff together and said: “I’m sorry boys, 
but we will have to pack it up. It would be foolish 
to carry on. I propose to surrender, in order to save 
useless bloodshed.”  Some words about preserving 
the flower of South African manhood were also 
uttered. 
 He ordered all codebooks and wireless 
sets to be destroyed as well as Tobruk’s harbor 
installations. The port reverberated as the fuel 
stocks, ammunition dumps, field guns and stores 
went up in flames and the city become covered by 
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a thick pall of black smoke. Klopper and his staff 
abandoned their headquarters and headed west. 
Rommel meanwhile, entered Tobruk in his open 
staff car; goggles pushed up around his cap, and 
his scarf flying around his neck —– epitomizing 
the gallant and victorious commander. 
 A few hours later on the via Balbia 
road which was lined with allied prisoners, he 
encountered Klopper, who formally announced 
the surrender of Tobruk, and a white flag was 
hoisted over Fort Pilastrino. The instant they saw, 
the allied units still fighting let out a great moan 
of anguish and despair. They felt betrayed by their 
commanders who had given them no information 
and no orders. Rommel later told a band of 
captured allied officers: “Gentlemen, you have 
fought like lions and been led by Donkeys!”
 Churchill was in a morning meeting 
with the American President Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt at the White House when a signal 
arrived that the fortress had fallen. Roosevelt saw 
the signal first and quietly handed it to Churchill, 
who read it and turned ashen. “This was one of 
the heaviest blows I can recall during the war,” 
Churchill would say later. “I did not attempt to 
hide from the President the shock I had received. 
It was a bitter moment. Defeat is one thing; 
disgrace is another.” Roosevelt was sympathetic 
and immediately ordered that 300 of the new 
Sherman tanks and 100 self-propelled guns be 
dispatched to the British in Egypt. 

 The fall of Tobruk had yielded Rommel 
fuel, food and supplies — including 5,000 tons 
of provisions, over 2.25 million liters (500,000 
gallons) of fuel, 32,000 prisoners (19,000 British, 
10,000 South Africans and 2,500 Indians) and 
more than 2,000 serviceable vehicles. An exultant 
Hitler promoted Rommel to Field Marshal on 
the next day, June 22, making him the youngest 
Field Marshal in the German army. For Rommel, 
this was the icing on the cake. The offensive 
had succeeded in spectacular fashion and had 
presented him with a vital deep-water port, 
with which, the conquest of Egypt was now a 
possibility. 

 
 For the British, Tobruk’s collapse was 
a shock which would not dissipate. True, the 
year had begun badly for Britain with the loss 
of Singapore to the Japanese in February but it 
seemed inconceivable that the Tobruk would fall. 
The question was inevitably asked: if Tobruk was 
successfully held in 1941, why not in 1942? As an 
answer, Rommel himself pointed out that in 1941, 
the defenses had been well prepared and had been 
held by “magnificent troops” under Morsehead. In 
1942, the situation was far different, marked by an 
intervening period of neglect and lack of foresight 
which had allowed the defenses of the port to 
become run-down. It was no longer the defensive 
fortress it had been in 1941. 

south africans are marched away to pow camps. bUndesarchiv bild 1011-785-0294-32a
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 For the British Government, 
the loss of Tobruk cast grave doubts 
on South Africa’s military ability and 
its loyalty to the Allied cause. This 
was not lost on many of the captured 
men. When Klopper was finally 
allowed to address them, they booed 
and heckled him from having sold 
them to the enemy. How different 
things might have been, wondered 
Fritz Bayerlein, had the fortress 
been held by Australians or Kiwis 
or if had “been commanded by an 
experienced commander such as 
Morsehead, Gott or Freyberg?”1

 Not soon after the collapse, 
a group of Australians from the 9th 
Division, who were disgusted that 
their sacrifices of 1941 had been 
squandered, encountered some South 
Africans at a crowded pub in Cairo. 
In the words of one of the Australians, 
Barrie Pitt, “Everything goes quiet. A 
chair scrapes as a Digger stands up. 
‘Hello mate,’ he says, ‘Have a seat, 
I’ll buy you a beer. You look done-
in. Have you run all the way from 
Tobruk?’ Thus ensued a fight worthy 
of a Hollywood Western.” Pitt himself 
suffered a split lip and broken ribs.
 The resentment of the 
prisoners settled slightly in captivity. 
Many of the white South African 
officers, once secure behind the wire, 
turned to the old matters at heart — 
Why should they be quartered in the same camp as their black troops? 
There should be immediate segregation by race. Rommel, who took a 
delight at their discomfort, demurred, told them that since they all wore 
the same uniform, they would all be held in the same camps.2

1 william gott the co of the Xiii corps and bernard Freyberg was the co of the 
2nd nZ division.
2 at least one of the black south africans displayed his loyalty to the allied cause 
even after being taken prisoner. corporal John Maseko, a delivery-man from springs, 
was inducted into a work group at the tobruk docks. he responded by improvising an 
explosives charge with other prisoners and planting it in the thick of fuel drums. the 
explosion sank a german ship. Maseko was later awarded the british Military Medal.

germans at tobruk 
harbour salute 
happily. theirs has 
been a difficult 
victory, punctuated 
by several months 
of bitter combat 
and painful retreat. 
bUndesarchiv 101i-
786-0305-28
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rommel, with Fritz bayerlein, enters tobruk in triumph. here he stops to confer with some of his men who have paused by 
what appears to be allied dead.  For rommel’s success, hitler promoted him to Field Marshal, making him the youngest 
in the german army.  rommel’s response, in a letter to his wife, was: ”i would much rather  he [hitler] had given me one 
more division.” bUndesarchiv 1011-785-0299-08a

rommel, with bayerlein, visits allied pows at tobruk on the day of the surrender. bUndesarchiv 101i-785-0299-24a
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Since May 26, the Germans had suffered as 
little as 3,360 casualties — about 15 percent 
of the Afrika Korps’ fighting strength, while 

the Italians had suffered even less. This was an 
incredible achievement, considering the number 
of grueling battles they had fought. But among 
these figures were disturbing numbers which 
always seemed to pop-up whenever Rommel 
prepared his next battle plans — 300 officer 
casualties — in force where almost 90 percent 
of men were of the other ranks. Further, figures 
to ponder were related to the fact that the two 
German panzer divisions had been reduced to a 
combined strength of only fifty tanks, while the 
XX Italian Corps could only field fourteen tanks.  
 After the successful capture of Tobruk, 
the way to Cairo seemed open for Rommel, and 
indeed it seemed so until the Afrika Korps reached 
an inconspicuous desert settlement on the 
Egyptian coast by the name of El Alamein. But 
Rommel remained confident that a swift attack 
would open up the way to Cairo. On June 23, 

the Panzerarmee Afrika crossed the frontier into 
Egypt, and the same day Rommel wrote home: 
“We advance again and I wait to open the next 
blow very soon. Everything rests on swiftness.”  
 In contrast, the Eight Army after the 
Gazala battles was in a pitiful state.  Almost all 
of its tanks had been destroyed, and there were 
no proper defensive posts in which to stave off 
Axis thrusts. But Ritchie was desperately trying 
to regroup his forces with the idea of stopping 
Rommel at a makeshift defensive line at Mersa 
Matruh, about 350 km (220 miles) east of Tobruk. 
 Auchinleck, however, was infuriated with 
the turn of events, and sacked Ritchie before 
taking direct command of the 8th Army on June 
25. He deployed X and XIII Corps together with 
the 50th British Infantry, 2nd New Zealand and 
5th Indian divisions along with 1st Armored 
Division with 159 new or repaired tanks at Mersa 
Matruh, while the remaining bulk of the 8th 
Army retreated behind a defensive line being 
constructed at El Alamein.

Chapter 5

OBJECTivE: EgYPT

the new 
Zealand 
division 
makes a 
spectacular 
night break-
through 
past the 
german lines 
at Mersa 
Matruh to 
escape to 
safety.

peter 
Mcintyre, 
national 
coMMission 
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 By the 28th, the allied units at Mersa 
Matruh were fighting for survival against 
increasing odds. The next day, the British 
crammed onboard the last of the vehicles 
still running, and fought their way east. In an 
incredible chaotic battle that raged all day and 
throughout the night, four-fifths of the allied 
troops managed to breakout. 
 The Germans took Mersa Matruh at dawn 
on the 30th, capturing around 8,000 prisoners, 
and an large quantity of equipment — enough 
to outfit an entire division. Although the battle of 
Mersa Matruh had ended in another failure for 
the British, and is relegated as a footnote in the 
history of the North African campaign, it gave 

Auchinleck valuable time in which to complete 
the El Alamein line, and allow all surviving allied 
troops to regroup behind it. 
 Rommel, meanwhile was ecstatic, in 
a letter to his wife, he wrote: “…our vanguard 
units are only 200 km [124 miles] away from 
Alexandria…we will have achieved our goals. 
I believe the most difficult [battle] has already 
passed.” But little did he know of what was to 
come at El Alamein. 
 Tobruk would remain in German hands 
until 11 November 1942, when it fell into the 
hands of the Allies for the last time in the wake of 
the epic Second Battle of El Alamein — but that 
is another story.

british troops of the 1/6th Queen’s regiment march into tobruk on 18 november 1942, after axis troops abandoned the city, 
following the defeat of rommel at the second battle of el alamein. iMperial war MUseUM e19690
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3rd British Armored Brigade (60 x tanks working; another 26 tanks in repair)
Left Tobruk on 14 April 1941, although the 3rd Hussars, 4th, 5th  and 7th RTR 
stayed until 18 September, after which they were replaced by 32nd Army Tank Brigade
    3d Hussars + 5th Royal Tank Regiment (4 x light tanks and 18 x cruisers)
    1st Royal Tank Regiment (15 x light tanks and 19 x cruisers)
    1st Kings Dragoon Guards (30 x armored cars)
    4th Royal Tank Regiment (Troop of 4 x infantry tanks)

18th Indian King Edward’s Own Cavalry Regiment
Polish Carpathian Lancers

1st Polish Carpathian Brigade (Maj-Gen. S. Kopanski)
     1st Carpathian Rifle Bn
    2nd Carpathian Rifle Bn
    3rd Carpathian Rifle Bn
    Polish Carpathian Anti-Tank Company

Artillery (Brigadier L.F. Thompson)
    1st RHA Regt (16 x 25-pounders)
    3d RHA (minus one battery) (16 x 2-pounder antitank guns)
    104th (Essex Yeomanry) RHA Regt (16 x 25-pounders)
    107th (South Nottinghamshire Hussars) RHA Regt (16 x 25-pounders)
    51st Field Regt (12 x 18-pounders and 12 x 4.5 inch how)

144th (Surrey and Sussex Yeomanry) Field Regiment
1st Polish Carpathian Field Regiment
“Mr. Clarke’s Guns” (Provisional Battery with captured enemy field pieces)
2/3rd Antitank Regt (Unknown numbers of Bofors (minus one btry) 40mm guns; 
Breda 47/32-mm and 2-pounders)
Sherwood Rangers Yeomanry (Coastal Artillery)
4th (Durham) Survey regiment, RA (One troop)
6th Survey Regiment, RAA (Attached)

4th Antiaircraft Brigade (Brigadier J.N. Sadler)
13th Light AA Regt, RA
14th Light AA Regt, RA
8th Light AA Battery (2/3rd Light AA Regiment)
51st Heavy AA Regt, RA
3rd Australian Light AA Regt, RA
B Squadron, Royal Wiltshire Yeomanry (Searchlights)

ADDEnDUM
UniTS oF The TobrUk GarriSon, March-SepT 1941

    (Strength numbers as of 14 April 1941)
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306th Searchlight Battery (27th Searchlight regiment), RA

9th AuSTrAliAN DiviSiON
GOC: Maj-Gen L.J. Morsehead
GSO 1: Lt-Col. C.E.M. Lloyd
Royal Australian Engineers
    2-3d Aust Field Company
    2-7th Aust Field Company
    2-13th Aust Field Company
    2-4th Aust Field Company
    2-4th Aust Field Park Company
    2-1st Aust Pioneer Battalion

18th Australian Infantry Brigade (Brigadier George Wootten)
Left Tobruk in August 1941 and was replaced by the Polish Carpathian Brigade
    16th Antitank Company
    2-9th Infantry Battalion
    2-10th Infantry Battalion
    2-12th Infantry Battalion

20th Australian Infantry Brigade (Brigadier J.J. Murray)
    20th Antitank Company
    2-13th Infantry Battalion
    2-15th Infantry Battalion
    2-17th Infantry Battalion

24th Australian Infantry Brigade (Brigadier A.H.L. Godfrey, later R.W. Tovell)
(minus 2-25th Inf Bn which was still in Australia)
    24th Antitank Company
    2-28th Infantry Battalion
    2-43d Infantry Battalion

26th Australian Infantry Brigade
    26th Antitank Company
    2-23d Infantry Battalion
    2-24th Infantry Battalion
    2-48th Infantry Battalion

Australian Army Service Corps (AASC)
 9th Australian Division Supply Column
9th Australian Division Ammunition Co
9th Australian Division Petroleum Co
Composite Co AASC
7th Australian Division Supply Column
2-3d Australian Field Ambulance Co
2-8th Australian Field Ambulance Co
2-11th Australian Field Ambulance Co

Sources: 
Miller, Colonel Ward A., The 
9th Australian Division Versus 
the Africa Corps: An Infantry 
Division Against Tanks —
Tobruk, Libya, 1941, U.S. 
Command and General Staff 
College, 1986.

Converse, Allan, Armies of 
Empire, Cambridge University 
Press, 2011.
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2-5th Australian Field Ambulance 
Co

2-4th Field Hygiene Co
9th Australian Div Provost Co
9th Australian Division Protection 

Platoon
9th Australian Division Empl 

Platoon
9th Australian Division Postal Unit
9th Australian Salvage Unit

TObruk FOrTrESS

HQ Guard
A Company + one platoon, 2/1st HQ 
Guard Battalion

Town Guard
A Company, 1st KRRC
Motor Infantry
1st Tower Hamlet Rifles

Commandos
Detachment, No 8 Commando

Machine Gun
1st Royal Northumberland Fusiliers
Polish Machine Gun Company

Coast Defense
Nottinghamshire Yeomanry

Engineers (Lt-Col. J. Mann)
2/3rd Field Company, RE
24th Field Company, RE
2/7th Field Company, RE
2/13th Field Company, RE
2/4th Field Park Company, RE
No. 10 Camouflage Unit
295th Field Company, RE
551st Army Troops Company, RE
4th Field Squadron, RE
143d Field Park Troops, RE
Polish Field Company

Signals (under Cdr Signals, 9th Aust 
Div)

Pioneers
2/1st Pioneer Battalion

K Base Section
    27th Line Maintenance Section

Royal Army Service Corps (RASC)
    309th Reserve Motor Co
    345th Reserve Motor Co
    550th Co
    RASC 4th Lt AA Bde
    RASC Sec 13th Lt AA Regt
    No. 1 Water Tank Co

Medical
    16th MAC

Ordnance (Royal Army Ordnance 
Corps)

2nd Armored Div Workshops, RAOC
Y Army Tank Receiving Section, 

RAOC 
2d Support Group, Ordinance Field 

Park Section, RAOC
A Sec Ord Field Park, AAOC
2-1st AFW, AAOC
Detachment, 2-2nd AFW, AAOC

TObruk Sub-ArEA

    1st Libyan Refugee Battalion
    2d Libyan Refugee Battalion
    4th Libyan Refugee Battalion
    HQ 45th Group
    1205th Indian Pioneer Company
    1206th Indian Pioneer Company
    1207th Indian Pioneer Company
    Libyan Work Battalion
    Army Post Office
    H Adv Stationary Depot
    Transit Camp

Miscellaneous
Greek Civilians
POW Cage
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operaTion crUSaDer

briTiSh EighTh Army
Lt-General Alan Cunningham (succeeded on 26 Nov by Lt-General Neil Ritchie)

XXX Corps (Lieutenant-General Willoughby Norrie)
    7th Armoured Division (Major-General William Gott) — See page 9 or 38.
       
XIII Corps (Lieutenant-General Reade Godwin-Austen)
    2nd New Zealand Division (Major-General Bernard Freyberg)
        4th New Zealand Infantry Brigade (Brigadier E Pittick)
            18th Infantry Battalion
            19th Infantry Battalion
            20th Infantry Battalion
        5th New Zealand Infantry Brigade (Brigadier J Hargest)
            21st Infantry Battalion
            22nd Infantry Battalion
            23rd Infantry Battalion
        6th New Zealand Infantry Brigade
            24th Infantry Battalion
            25th Infantry Battalion
            26th Infantry Battalion
  
   4th Indian Infantry Division (Major-General Frank Messervy)
        5th Indian Infantry Brigade (Brigadier D Russell)
            1st Bn, The Buffs
            3rd Bn, 1st Punjab Regiment
            4th Bn, (Outram's) 6th Rajputana Rifles
        7th Indian Infantry Brigade (Brigadier HR Briggs) 
            1st Bn, Royal Sussex Regiment
            4th Bn, 11th Sikh Regiment
            4th Bn, 16th Punjab Regiment
        11th Indian Infantry Brigade (Brigadier A Anderson)
            1st Bn, (Wellesley’s) 6th Rajputana Rifles
            2nd Bn, Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders
            2nd Bn, 5th Mahratta Light Infantry
        Divisional troops
            The Central India Horse (21st King George V's Own Horse) (Recce)
            1 Field Regiment, Royal Artillery
            25 Field Regiment, Royal Artillery
            31 Field Regiment, Royal Artillery
    
   1st Army Tank Brigade (Brigadier HRB Watkins)
        8th Royal Tank Regiment (Matilda II)
        42nd Royal Tank Regiment
        44th Royal Tank Regiment (Matilda II)
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TObruk FOrTrESS
    70th Infantry Division (Maj-General Ronald Scobie)
        14th Infantry Brigade (Brigadier BH Chappel)
            1st Bn, Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire Regiment
            2nd Bn, Black Watch
            2nd Bn, York and Lancaster Regiment
        16th Infantry Brigade (Brigadier CEN Lomax)
            2nd Bn, King's Own Royal Regiment
            2nd Bn, Leicestershire Regiment
            2nd Bn, Queen's Royal Regiment
        23rd Infantry Brigade (Brigadier CHV Cox)
            1st Bn, Durham Light Infantry
            1st Bn, Essex Regiment
            4th Bn, Border Regiment
    
  Polish Independent Carpathian Rifle Brigade (Maj-General S. Kopanski)
        I Carpathian Rifle Battalion
        II Carpathian Rifle Battalion
        III Carpathian Rifle Battalion
        No. 11 Czechoslovakian Infantry Battalion
        2/13 Australian Infantry Battalion
        Carpathian Machine Gun Battalion
        Carpathian Field Regiment
    
  32nd Army Tank Brigade (Brigadier A.C. Willison) 
       69 Matildas and 30 Armored Cars total
        1st Royal Tank Regiment (Matilda II)
        4th Royal Tank Regiment (Matilda II)
        ‘D’ Squadron, 7th Royal Tank Regiment

OASiS FOrCE (Brigadier Denys Reid)
    29th Indian Infantry Brigade
    6th South African Armoured Car Regiment

Army rESErvE
    2nd South African Division (Major-General Isaac de Villiers)

3rd South African Infantry Brigade (Brigadier C.E. Borain)
1st Imperial Light Horse
1st Durban Light Infantry
1st Rand Light Infantry

4th South African Infantry Brigade (Brigadier A.A. Hayton)
Umvoti Mounted Rifles
2nd Royal Durban Light Infantry
The Kaffrarian Rifles

6th South African Infantry Brigade: (Brigadier F.W. Cooper)
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2nd Transvaal Scottish
1st South African Police Battalion
2nd South African Police Battalion

Division Troops
7th South African Reconnaissance Battalion (less det)
1st South African Field Regiment
2nd South African Field Regiment
5th South African Field Regiment
South African Anti-Tank Regiment1
2nd South African Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment
5th Battery
6th Battery
Die Middellandse Regiment (machinegun battalion)

Sources:
Agar-Hamilton, J.A.I. & L.C.F. Turner, The Sidi Rezegh Battles 1941, London: 

Oxford, University Press, 1957.
Joslen, Lt. Col. H.F., Orders of Battle, Second World War, 1939-1945, London: 

HMSO, 1960.

AXiS FOrCES

Italian XX Mobile Corps (Lt-General Gastone Gambara)
    132nd Armoured Division “Ariete” (General Mario Balotta)
        132nd Armoured Regiment
            VII Tank Battalion
            VIII Tank Battalion
            IX Tank Battalion
        32nd Light Armoured Regiment
        8th Bersaglieri Regiment (Motorised)
        132nd Artillery Regiment
    
   101st Motorised Division “Trieste”
        65th Infantry Regiment
        66th Infantry Regiment
        9th Bersaglieri Regiment
        21st Artillery Regiment
    
  RECAM (Reconnaissance Unit of the Mobile Army Corps)

bersaglieri badge
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Panzer Group Afrika (General der Panzertruppe Erwin Rommel)

    German Afrika Korps (Generalleutnant Ludwig Crüwell)
15th Panzer Division (Generalmajor Walter Neumann-Silkow — KIA 6 

December, Generalmajor Gustav von Vaerst)
        8th Panzer Regiment
        115th Infantry Regiment
        33rd Artillery Regiment

21st Panzer Division (Generalmajor Johann von Ravenstein — POW 29 
November, Generalmajor Karl Böttcher)

        5th Panzer Regiment
        104th Infantry Regiment
        155th Artillery Regiment

Special Purpose Division Afrika (Renamed 90th Light Division on 28 
November 1941) (Generalmajor Max Sümmermann — KIA 10 December 
(killed in action), Generalmajor Richard Veith)

     155th Infantry Regiment
      361st Infantry Regiment

     
       Italian 55th Infantry Division “Savona” (General Fedele de Giorgis)

     15th Infantry Regiment
     16th Infantry Regiment
     12th Artillery Regiment

Italian XXI Corps (Lt-General Enea Navarrini)
    17th Infantry Division “Pavia”
        27th Infantry Regiment
        28th Infantry Regiment
        26th Artillery Regiment
   
    25th Infantry Division “Bologna”
        39th Infantry Regiment
        40th Infantry Regiment
        205th Artillery Regiment
    
   27th Infantry Division “Brescia”
        19th Infantry Regiment
        20th Infantry Regiment
        55th Artillery Regiment
    
   102nd Motorised Division “Trento”
        61st Infantry Regiment
        62nd Infantry Regiment
        46th Artillery Regiment
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UniTS in The baTTLe For SiDi reZeGh, 23 nov 1941

British XXX Corps 
(Lt-General C.W.M. Norrie)

1st South African Division (Major-General G.E. Brink)
4th South African Armoured Car Regiment

(HQ, A, B & C Squadrons)
5th South African Brigade (Brigadier B. F. Armstrong)

1st Battalion, South African Irish (Maj. C. McN. Cochran)
2nd Battalion, Regiment Botha (Lt-Col. Mason)
3rd Battalion, Transvaal Scottish Regiment (Major Rosser)

3rd South African Field Regiment (Lt-Col. I. B. Whyte)

7th South African Field Battery (Maj. Harris)
8th South African Field Battery (Maj. Berry)
9th South African Field Battery (Maj. Greenwood)
1st Battery, 60th Field Regiment, Royal Artillery
3rd South African Anti-Tank Battery
D Battery, 3rd Regiment, Royal Horse Artillery (detached from 7th Support 

Group)
2nd Battalion, Royal Scots Guards (detached from 4th Armd Brigade Group)
B Echelon, 5th South African Brigade
4th South African Reserve Motor Transport Company
5th South African Brigade Workshops
11th South African Field Ambulance (Major Melzer)
7th Medium Regiment, Royal Artillery 

7th Armoured Division (Major-General William H.E. ‘Strafer’ Gott)
7th Armoured Brigade (Brigadier G.M.O. Davy)

7th Hussars
2nd  Royal Tank Regiment

7th Support Group (Brigadier J.C. ‘Jock’ Campbell)
4th Regiment, Royal Horse Artillery (Lt-Col. Currie)
3rd Regiment, Royal Horse Artillery

4th Armoured Brigade (Brigadier A.H. Gatehouse)
8th Hussars (Major P. Sandbach)
3rd Royal Tank Regiment (Major ‘Bob’ Crisp)
5th Royal Tank Regiment

22nd Armoured Brigade (Brigadier J. Scott-Cockburn)
Composite Regiment (Lt-Col. Carr)
Composite Squadron, Elements of 3rd & 4th County of London Yeomanry, 

and 2nd Royal Gloucestershire Hussars (Major Walker)
B Company, 1st Battalion, King’s Royal Rifle Corps

C Battery, 2nd Regiment, Royal Horse Artillery
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1 Troop, D Battery, 102nd Regiment, Royal Horse Artillery (Northumberland 
Hussars)

1 Troop, 1st Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment, Royal Artillery

Deutches Afrikakorps
(Lt-General Ludwig Cruewell)

15th Panzer Division (Major-General Neumann-Silkow)
8th Panzer Regiment (Lt-Col. Cramer)
I Battalion (Maj. Fenski)
II Battalion
15th Rifle Brigade (Colonel Menny)
115th Rifle Regiment (Lt.-Col. Zintel)
I Battalion (Major von Grolman)
II Battalion
200th Rifle Regiment

707th (Self-Propelled) Infantry Gun Company
2nd Machinegun Battalion (Lt-Col. Finke)
15th Motorcycle Battalion (Maj. Von Debschütz)
33rd Reconnaissance Battalion (Captain Héraucourt)
33rd Artillery Regiment (Lt-Col. Crasemann)
Two Heavy Flak Batteries, 135th Flak Regiment

5th Panzer Regiment (Attached from 21st Panzer) (Lt-Col. Stephan)
I Battalion, Maj Mildebrath
II Battalion, Maj Friedrichs
 
21st Panzer Division (Major-General von Ravenstein)
104th Rifle Regiment (Lt-Col. Knabe)
I Battalion (Major Bach)
II Battalion (Lt-Col. von Echardstein)
8th Machinegun Battalion (Lt-Col. Ehle)
11th Infantry Gun Company
708th (self-propelled) Infantry Gun Company
3rd Reconnaissance Battalion (Lt-Col. Freiherr von Wechmar)
39th Antitank Battalion
155th Artillery Regiment, Colonel Bruer 
Two Field Battalions, each with:
3 Artillery Batteries (Each with 1x 105L28 Howitzers)
2 Howitzer Batteries (Each with 1 x 150L30 Guns)
200th Engineer Battalion (3 Engineering companies)

155th (Motorized) Infantry Regiment (Colonel Marks)
(Three battalions)
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The GerMan DiviSionS

15th Panzer Division
30 January 1942
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21st Panzer Division
30 January 1942
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90th light Division
26 November 1942
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